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Senate denies Lambda funding
O. WHITESIDE
staff writers
Debate on the student senate organizational budget, which had focused on
whether or not the Lambda Society
'■i qualifies as a service organization and
merits
funding
from
Student
Government, came to a close Monday
night when the student senate approved
ki the budget with no funding for Lambda.
Following the March 25 rejection of
next year's budget, the student senate
met Monday for further deliberations
sift and a re-vote.
The second budget debate was needed due to the senate's opposition to
funding the Lambda Society. The organization had requested $50 to pay a
speaker.
Two bills were presented Monday
night. One bill was to provide a budget
for all organizations with the exception
of the Lambda Society. This bill passed
by an overwhelming majority. A second
bill was presented to provide funding
for the Lambda Society. This second
KEITH BYRD AND YOHANCE

i

bill raised numerous questions.
"Why was Lambda Society singled
out and omitted from the budget?" said
David Pollard, senator and Lambda
Society member.
Finance committee member Kim
Moore responded to the question.
"The organizations listed in the
budget were told they wouid be allocated their money this week," Moore
stated. "The Lambda Society was
omitted for two reasons. The first reason is that the bill could not be presented in the same form as it was previously. The second reason is that
opposition to the first bill was due to
the request of the Lambda Society.
This allowed us to make a budget that
would pass allowing the other organizations to receive their allocations
while acting on this matter."
During the discussion on the bill.
Pollard told senate members about the
Lambda Society's need for funding.
"The Lambda decided to become a

Shannon Bilby/head photographer

Student Government's Drenen Tucker was one of many
students and faculty members who came out to voice their
see FUNDING, page 6A°Pmions on budgetary concerns.

NOW demands action for sexual assault
MIKE MCCOMBS

news editor

A task force from the Clemson-Anderson chapter of the National Organization of Women took a
petition to the office of President Constantine
Curris Wednesday to protest the recent reversal of
sanctions against four Clemson football players
accused of criminal sexual conduct and the conspiracy to commit such a crime.
Members of the task force collected names outside of the Loggia Wednesday, and there were 413
names on the petition when it was delivered to
Curris' office. The task force members left a number for Curris to call and discuss their petition.
The letter accompanying the signatures
described the signers as "dismayed, discouraged
and disgusted" and called Vice President of
Student Affairs Almeda Jacks' decision a "crime."
The letter also states that "Clemson failed miserably in an opportunity to abide by its own rule of
conduct."
The task force members met Sunday to discuss
their reaction to what they saw as a lack of action
on the University's part. They first distributed the
petition on Monday and then had a meeting
Tuesday with Jacks.

Shannon Bilby/head pnoiograpner

Participants in NOW's petition drive
stood outside the Loggia Wednesday
to gain campus support.
According to Erin Sermeus, acting president of the
task force, they discussed the University's judicial
process and what actions the University should take to
improve how the University handles sexual assault situations.
"We saw the need to do research on how other uni-

versities, as well as Clemson. have handled this in the
past," said Sermeus, a senior political science-English
major. "Clemson needs to have a clear sexual assault policy."
The task force members relayed a difference in opinion with Jacks over the issue of campus security.
"We feel that there is a campus security issue." said
Sermeus. "Women make up 46 percent of the student
body, and we don't feel that the appropriate measures are
being taken to see that they are safe."
Jessica Belmont, the task force membership coordinator, agreed with Sermeus.
"[Jacks] and the hearing board thought that the four
men posed no imminent danger on campus." said
Belmont, a senior English major. "We disagreed. They
could potentially pose a danger, and their presence, and
the message that it sends, is a dangerous one."
According to Sermeus, the task force, which has held
four meetings to date, will work to ensure that the
University addresses the issue of women's safety on campus as well as the sexual assault policy.
The task force turned in their constitution and all
required paperwork Monday to become recognized by
Student Government. The task force plans to work within the already-established Clemson-Anderson chapter of
the National Organization of Women.

Accused players face preliminary hearing
MIKE MCCOMBS

news editor

f

Four Clemson football
players, arrested Feb. 20 on
charges of first degree criminal sexual assault and conspiracy to commit first degree
criminal sexual assault, will
have their preliminary hearing
Monday at the Pickens County
Courthouse.
In the hearing, the judge
will determine if there is prob-

able cause to bind the case
over to the grand jury. Both
entities do essentially the same
job: determine if there is
enough evidence to bring the
accused players to trial.
In the hearing, the prosecution will present witnesses, but
no evidence will be presented
by the defense. They are however, allowed to cross-examine witnesses.
"We'll probably what all

they have that we don't know
about yet," said Christopher
Olson, the players' attorney.
"If there's something in the
medical report that we haven't
seen, we'll see it."
Olson said that since the
grand jury basically served the
same purpose, this was not a
very important step in the
whole process.
"We tend to use this as a
discovery device," said Olson.

"We use this to find out the
details of the prosecution's
case."
According to Olson, there
is one drawback to this
approach. South Carolina
allows hear say evidence in
preliminary
hearings.
Thismeans that the alleged
victim will not have to be present. Instead, the prosecution
witness will be the officer who
took her statement.

"We can ask the officer
questions like "How long did
the alleged incident occur'?' and
'When did she leave?' and if it's
not in the report, he can only
answer i don't know,'" said
Olson.
According to police reports,
the four players allegedly had
group sex with the woman in a
dorm room in Mauldin Hall on
Feb. 15. One or more of the
see PLAYERS, page 9A
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Observer ousts editor
CYNTHIA KOPKOWSKI

staff writer

The editor in chief of The Tiger
Town Observer, Mike Beaudreau,
announced his resignation Monday
night to the newspaper's staff members.
Leading up to the announcement,
the Observer staff passed a resolution
on March 12, requesting Beaudreau's
resignation.
According to Greg Kesden, editor
emeritus of the Observer, Beaudreau
resigned on his own and was not
impeached. Impeachment was not necessarily the staff's intention, said
Kesden.
"It's not that we wanted Mike out,"
said Kesden. "We wanted improvements. As far as I know, Mike is still on
staff and we still want him here."
Beaudreau cited a lack of time as the
reason for his failure to fulfill the duties
of the office to which he was elected in
January.

"I didn't have the time to devote to
the Observer," said Beaudreau. "The
paper needs to grow and prosper.
Someone needs to be giving it the time
to head in the right direction."
Former executive director of the
Observer, Stacy Guy, commented on
Beaudreau's performance precluding
the request for resignation.
"I saw Mike working, but there was
not a lot of output," said Guy. "The staff
wanted improvement."
"Mike was not doing much for the
paper," said Travis Kidd, a contributor
to the Observer.
Kidd said that the announcement of
the resignation was regarded by the staff
as an inevitabile conclusion and not a
surprise.
Guy characterized the mood of the
staff
as
"relieved"
following
Beaudreau's announcement Monday
night.
Beaudreau's attention had recently

been divided between his position on
student senate, serving as chair of the
Finance and Procedures Committee,
and the Observer.
It was this division that led thenexecutive director Guy to ask for
Beaudreau's resignation.
"Mike is a guy who gets involved in
a lot of things," said Guy.
A secret ballot vote was held
Monday night, with Observer staff
members voting Guy into the position
of editor in chief, effective immediately.
Staff members passed a resolution
following the vote, requesting that
Beaudreau remain on staff in some
other capacity.
It was discussed that he would possibly serve as recruitment director for
the newspaper.
"We'd like Mike to define his own
role," said Guy.
Kidd will fill the member-at-large
position vacated by Guy.

Suspect
sought
STAFF REPORTS

Heather Lankford/layout and design

Britta Garris and Angela Ehinger escort their
cow "Jezebel" into the ring at the T. Ed Garrison
Arena during the Little North American show.

A male student who reported that
one of his female friends was sexually
assaulted early Sunday morning
sparked a University police investigation into the allegation.
University police spoke with the
young man who reported the incident,
but they have not had the chance to
speak with the 20-year-old victim who
told her friend about the alleged sexual
assault.
According to the male student, the
victim complained of non-visible
injuries. It is also believed that the
assailant was under the influence of
alcohol, though it is still unknown
whether or not drugs were involved.
The identity of the assailant is
unknown and police have no suspects at
the present time.
The incident was reported to police
at 1:15 a.m. Sunday.

University rejects day-care bids
MAUREEN LYNCH AND AMY HOYF,

staff writers

Last week the State Purchasing
Department declared that the only two
bids for day care service at Clemson
were unacceptable due to lack of funding. University Vice President for
Administration and Advancement Gary
Ransdell is examining the alternatives.
Originally,
the
Women's
Commission initiated a need for a childcare center on campus to serve faculty,
staff and students. Funding immediate-

ly became an issue, and financial
restraints made it necessary for the
University to accept bids from private
child-care companies.
Only two responses had been
received by Monday's deadline. The
first bid was from Children's World, but
according to Ransdell the bid was
unreasonable. The second response was
from Kid Stuff Academy, whose offer
consisted of a flat sum of $51,000 to
provide day care services. Ransdell
also stated that this offer would be

financially
impossible
for
the
University.
Although the first attempts to bring
day care to the campus have been
unsuccessful, University officials have
not given up. "We're not ready to call it
quits," said Ransdell.
The University is currently exploring two new options. One entails reaching a financial agreement with a local
provider; the other involves dipping
into the University budget, Ransdell
said.

Forum addresses violence on TV
DAYATRA STROMAN

staff writer

An open forum, centered on bringing attention to the effects of television programming on
children and moderated by Anna Hovind, an
anchorperson for CNN Headline News, was
held in the Madren Center Tuesday night.
Several panelists were present to help with the
discussion.
"Through research there may be a connection between television and aggression," said
Greg Wise, chair of the human adventure symposium,
While he spoke, clips of various violent cartoons were shown. The audience was amused by
the cartoons.
"Television is not the source of all violence
in society," said Wise. "Most television is not
made for an audience of children. Children are
affected by television."
"We shouldn't underestimate the power of

television." Kathy Gardner-Jones, vice
president for communications, said.
"Used in the right way, television can
teach. It should be used as a tool to
learn."
Claudia Smith-Brinson, a senior
writer with The State, quoted her father
as saying, "Television is a one-eyed
monster. People who watch are hypnotized rabbits."
Smith-Brinson did not grow up in
America and was raised without television and she feels that this may be an
alternative to exposing children to TV
violence.
The audience was involved in the
discussion, with two hours of productive interaction. During the forum, the
questions of parental regulation, television responsibility and governmental
control frequently surfaced.
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Shannon Bilby/head photographer

Anna Hovind spoke
Tuesday on children
and the media.
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Governor signs new
requirements for tenure
HARRISBURG, Pa. - Teachers
will have to wait longer to get tenure
under a bill that Gov. Tom Ridge has
signed into law.
The law would apply to teachers
hired after June 30.
Under the measure, sponsored by
Sen. Melissa Hart, teachers would not
be granted tenure or permanent
employment until they have taught for
three years. Under current law, teachers are awarded tenure after two years
of service.
The bill also adds "unsatisfactory
teaching performance" and conviction
of a felony to the list of causes for termination of a teacher's contract.

Government shutdowns
slow financial aid
JACKSON, Miss. - College students who receive financial aid may
face delays in getting their applications processed as a result of federal
shutdowns.
Government shutdowns and
severe winter weather in January cost
the U.S. Department of Education at
least 21 working days.
"It is causing tremendous delays,"
said Audrey Lambert, director of student financial aid and scholarships at
Mississippi State University. About 70
percent of Mississippi State's 13,000
students receive Financial aid.

Former journalism
professor settles lawsuit
RIVER FALLS, Wis. - A former
journalism professor at the University
of Wisconsin-River Falls said Tuesday
that he accepted $64,000 to settle a
lawsuit accusing the university of violating his constitutional rights.
David Pearce Demers was faculty
adviser to the campus newspaper in
1994 when it published articles on
female-male pay disparities and student evaluations of professors.
In the federal lawsuit filed in
Madison last September, Demers
claimed he was fired for exercising his
First Amendment rights.
"There is no admission whatsoever of any infringement of his First
Amendment rights and his academic
freedom," UW-River Falls Chancellor
Gary Thibodeau said.

Fraternity to appeal
expulsion from campus
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. - A fraternity plans to appeal its expulsion
from the University of West Virginia
for a hazing incident in which a
pledge was allegedly beaten, whipped
and deprived of sleep.
Omega Psi Phi has alerted the
office of student affairs of its intention
to appeal the decision to expel the fraternity for four years, said Gordon
Thorn, associate provost for student
affairs.
Jimmy Laniyan, fraternity president, submitted a letter of appeal, but
it was returned for additional information, Thorn said.
The fraternity can appeal on three
grounds: procedural violations, new
evidence or the harshness of the
penalty, said Linda Hausman, manager of student organization services.

-Associated Press .
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Volunteers walk to feed the hungry
Over $1 1,000 raised in downtown Clemson's annual CROP Walk
through downtown and the
campus serves as a tool to help
Last Sunday, 212 individupeople in the community realals including students, memize that they can do something
bers of area churches and local
about world hunger.
youth walked 10 kilometers to
A distance of 10 kilometers
raise money to stop world
is walked as a symbol of the
hunger in Clemson's 11th
distance a majority of the
Annual CROP Walk.
world's population has to walk
CROP Walk is a program
every day to provide for their
run by Church World Service.
family's basic needs.
Its mission is to raise money
"We walk 10 kilometers
and heighten awareness in
once a year, but they will do it
order to fight ^^^^^^^_ ^^^^^^^^ every day of
world hunger.
their lives in
A portion of "Walking in the cold and order to stay
the
money rain helps you identify
alive," Heavner
raised from the with people who don't
said.
2.000
CROP
In the past 0
Walks that take have our opportunity to years,
place through- go to a dry place."
Clemson's
out the United
CROP
Walk,
States is used to
which is orgafight hunger in
nized
by
«Rev. Steve Price Clemson camother countries,
CROP Walk member pus ministers,
fund developmental projects
has
raised
and
provide
$ 125,000.
emergency relief in case of natClemson's Meals-on-Wheels,
ural disasters.
Clemson Community Care's
"Awareness is an important
food pantry and the Manna
part of CROP," said the Rev.
project, which feeds children
Chris Heavner, Clemson's
lunch during the summer, will
CROP Walk committee coordireceive 21 percent of the
nator.
$11,000 that was raised this
"CROP realizes that the
year. Church World Service's
biggest hindrance (in fighting
international projects will
world hunger) is lack of awarereceive 79 percent of the
ness. We can do something
money.
about world hunger if we put
Mayor Larry Abernathy
our minds to it," said Heavner.
started the walk by greeting
Walking 10 kilometers
and encouraging the walkers.
HEATHER WALKER

staff writer

WYFF weather forecaster Dale
Gilbert was this year's celebrity walker.
He joked with the participants about how it is bad luck
to invite a weather forecaster to
an outdoor event. It rained during the walk.
The walk began at 2:30
p.m.
Participants had the

opportunity to choose between
walking the outdoor route or
doing 29 laps around Littlejohn
Coliseum's outer track.
The Rev. Steve Price, a
CROP Walk committee member, chose to walk outside in
the rain.
"Walking in the cold and
rain helps you identify with

people who don't have our
opportunity to go to a dry
place," said Price.
Donations should be turned
in to CROP Walk recruiters by
April 14. CROP Walk sponsers
would like to thank all of the
participants for their assistence
in making the event such a success.. .

Apply for
Presidential Internships
for Fall 1996
Benefits from being a President Intern:
Student interns will be provided the opportunity;
•to develop an understandingofthe day-to-day operations ofthe vice presidential areas
•to kam the operational aspects and Issues tliatieo^rire administrative decision-niaking first hand
•to converse with vice presidents, deans, directors, and office staffabout University operations
Positions Available: (one intern for each area)
•Provost and Vice President for Academic AQalrs
•Vice President and Vice Provost for Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences
•\^cer\esidentforlhstitutionalAoSiancenient.anH ArimhiWratiori
•Vice President for Student Aflairs
Qualifications:
•Students who possess a 3.0GPR or above and have outstandingleadership qualifications.
Time Commitment:
•Interns are expected to committo work 15-20 hours per week.
Stipend:
•Each intern will receive a stipend ofapproximately $600 per semester after taxes.
Application Form:
Obtain an application from:
Orientation, Leadership and Disability Services
lOiHokzendorfTHall

Application Due:
April 17 at 4:30 pm
lMHoltzendorffHall
Questions, contact Jeanine Ward 65&0515

Interviews:
Students who are selected for an interview will be contacted by the Vice Presidential areas.

Free Music...

93.7

-Featuring student band /Miles (Sponsored by IFC)
--B93.7 will be broadcasting live on location

Free Cake...

-You can also get a lunch plate with Meal Plan, Tiger Stripe, or Cash

Free Stuff...
- Including koozies, gift certificates, bumper stickers, and t-shirts

And More...

- Get a free picture with President and Mrs. Curris or the Tiger and Tiger Cub
- Hop on our flatbeds and ride to the Mansion-Just look for the tractors!

Party at tke Mansion/
Founder's Month Spring Fling • April 11, 1996 11:00 a.m. ■ 2:00 p.m. • Lawn of the Calhoun Mansion
Sponsored by
UNIVERSITY GUIDE
ASSOCIATION
■ ■III LII.IIIIMIIII.UIIII.
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Smoke 'em if
you got 'em
Philip Morris is a name you may
have heard in economics, business ethics or the news.
However, this inconspicuous entity
grossed over $65 billion in 1994.
Forty-four percent of this income
was acquired through the sale of
tobacco and its products.
Another 49 percent was obtained
from names like Kraft, Cheez Wiz,
Cool Whip. Jell-O, Maxwell House,
Miracle Whip, Shake 'N Bake and
Tombstone. The last seven percent
came from favorites like Red Dog,
Molson, Miller and Sharp's.
Now that you are familiar with
this small family business, I'll discuss their present dilemma. The
company is being sued in New
Orleans for costs incurred treating
smoking-related illnesses. This is the
sixth similar suit against them.
The questions are, "Do cigarettes
present a health risk?" and "Are they
addictive?" These questions are
being heavily debated, but the
answers will determine whether or
not cigarette companies will be
required to reduce the levels of nicotine in their products.
If they do it will be comparable
to non-alcoholic beer and decaf coffee. It will have all the taste but less
effect. Other similar reductions
would follow like less sugar, fewer
calories and, of course, 20 percent
less fat!
The advertising industry would
boom with new ideas, but they
would only need to rework old ones.
We would have "Good to the last
puff and "A beer just isn't a beer
without the zesty taste of Marlboro."
"Nothing tops like Virginia Slims,"
would be on all the billboards with
ice cream and pie. Bill Cosby would
even be lighting up.
Another popular ad would show
two kids discussing the possibility
of renaming Benson & Hedges to
Hedges & Benson since everyone
knows its the hedges that makes it so
great.
They would market Poke 'N
Smoke for the do-it-yourselfers and
nicotine in a can for. the lazy. The
most appropriate ad would be "So
what would you like on your tombstone?"
The possibilities are endless, but
we could all feel safer knowing that
the U.S. government is working in
cooperation with American companies to increase life, liberty and the
opportunity to have an entirely too
many choices when we go to a store

Our Position:

Editorial

The University should
not have eliminated
such an important
student service.

Students lose out on
valuable Renter's Center
By closing the Renter's Information
Center, Clemson has cut a valuable
asset for students.
The Renter's Information Center
was an unbiased source of information
for students who needed information
regarding rental property in Clemson
and the surrounding area.
For no charge, potential renters went
to the Center to learn which properties
were available in various price ranges in
one large, convenient booklet. This
eliminated the need for students to trek
from one realtor to another in search of
the best properties.
The Center's on-campus locationwas also a convenience to students who
were living on campus at the time but
were in search of an off-campus residence.
The Renter's Center also provided
answers to any questions and unbiased
advice on certain subjects which are a
concern to all off-campus students.
They could warn students against a
particular realtor or landlord who is
uncooperative or perhaps even under

investigation for certain illegalities pertaining to their practice.
They could also advise against property with a history of poor maintenance
or provide information on little-known
availabilities which would otherwise be
unpublicized.
The
Clemson
Chamber
of
Commerce has picked up the responsibilities of the Renter's Information
Center. However, there was no notification that the Center had even closed.
Even though the Center has been
closed since January, signs still indicate
office
location
and
hours
in
Holtzendorff, the former location of the
Renter's Information Center.
Several students did not realize this
and left desperate notes on the office
door asking for information on office
hours.
Eventually, these students gave up
and are now forced to fend for themselves among the many realtors who
offer biased advice. Information offered
by these realtors is usually geared
toward their own benefit but not always

in the students' best interest.
The University should have
announced that the Renter's Center was
closing and let students know where
they could find services that were previously offered by the Center.
The feeble excuse given by Jeanine
Ward, the past director of the Center:
"The Center seemed appropriate to cut
primarily because the person running
[it] was going to graduate and it was an
easier transition."
Couldn't they have come up with
something better? The way Ward
explains it, given the fact that the
Renter's Center was mainly self-sufficient, the administration was simply
being lazy by not looking for a suitable
replacement.
The University should have been
more considerate to the needs of the offcampus student population and those
on-campus students who are looking to
start a more independent life. Both
groups could have used these service
rather than simply cutting it without
notice.

The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor and represent the
majority view of The Tiger senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial may not
represent the individual view of any particular member.
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Letters to the Editor
Senate decision supported
To the editor:
I was very pleased with the outcome
of Monday night's decision by student
senate to vote down funding for the
Lambda Society. What this vote shows
is that Senator Michael Beaudreau was
wrongly portrayed in your article in the
March 29 issue.
He had the best interest of Clemson
at heart as did 32 other senators who
voted to strike the Lambda Society
funding. The Tiger did not seem to
understand why we could not fund the
small increment of $50 to the Lambda
Society. Allowing Lambda Society to
have the $50 would be against the very
oath that student senate swears to
uphold every term.
What the senate saw before them
was a pattern of deception. Four years
ago, the Lambda Society came before
the senate to be recognized as a student
organization. An organization needs
two-thirds of senate to agree to recognize them as an official University organization. The Lambda Society was classified, by their own admission, as a

political organization. That was the only
way they could become recognized.
Since then they have tried to change
their classification, first to "Social
Concern," and now to "Service." They
have compromised their own position
and beliefs by amending their constitution to include the guidelines neccessary to become funded by the
University.
In summation, I feel that Senator
Beaudreau was wrongly portrayed in
your article. The senator was singled
out when in fact he was one of 32 people who voted for the amendment and
against funding for the Lambda Society.
Senator Beaudreau also sits on the
Finance Committee, which hears from
the different organizations, reads
through their budgets and decides on
what, if anything, the organization
receives. This decision on the amendment was not a hasty decision. It was a
decision that was reached with the
University's best interest in mind.
Drenen P. Tucker, Jr.

Speaking Out
How successful do you feel Campus
Sweep was?

Stop the
stereotypes
To the editor:
For numerous weeks, I have sat
back and read articles and letters concerning "the four football players."
When someone is accused of a crime,
that person is innocent until proven
guilty. Many people, especially at
Clemson, either forget this or practice
another rule that says guilty until
proven innocent.
After reading Julie Berglind's letter
in the April 2 issue of The Tiger, I was
appalled. I definitely do not feel as
though our safety is being violated with
the young men attending class and
keeping their scholarships.
How can people judge and make a
decision without knowing the facts?
There is a reason why a University
official made the decision she did,
whether we agree with it or not.
How can Berglind say that these
young men are back "in full effect at
Clemson?" If they may be innocent of
the crime for which they are accused, it
will be a long time before (if ever) they
will ever be "in full effect" anywhere,
especially with their families.
I sympathize with the alleged victim
if any harm was done to her.
Remember though, there are two sides
to every story.
Lastly, I would like to remind people that everyone is not the same! For
instance, all athletes are not "villains."
They are human beings just like you
and me. I wish we could put an end to
the stereotypes.
Lonoia Murphy

Christy Bingley
Psychology
junior
I thought it was a great
idea and very successful
because it brought the
people on this campus
together to meet a
common goal.

Nat Bradford
Landscape Architecture
junior
I didn't know anything
about it.

Xianjin Zhang
Horticulture
graduate student
It was okay.

Christopher Poole
Mechanical Engineering
freshman
It was dynamic, because it
enriched the style as well
as the beauty of the
campus.

Kimberly Dixon
Animal Science
freshman
I thought it was very
successful and it should
be done more often.
Chris Eleazer/staff photographer

Letters policy. Letters to the
Editor are subject to editing for space
and style. Anonymous letters will not
be published. Name and phone number should be included. Letters must
be typed and sent to:
Letters to the Editor
The Tiger
P.O. Box 2097, Clemson, SC 29632
E-Mail: tiger@hubcap.clemson.edu
Fax: 803-656-4772
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OWEN DRISKILL

sports editor

Only difference
is 'Baywatch'
Last summer, one of my close
friends told me he was gay. I
was not sure I could find common ground with someone so fundamentally opposite from myself.
In my conversations with my
friend after his revelation, however, I
learned that the common ground of
our friendship had not been dependent on his sexuality or mine.
He had always been a gay man.
Every year I had known him. every
moment I had spent with him.
whether I knew it or not. he was gay.
Therefore, if he was my friend then,
unless I chose not to accept him. we
would remain friends.
In addition, his personality had
not changed. He was the same, mildmannered guy with a baritone voice
and a normal walk. My friend didn't
wear dresses or act like an outlandish
drag queen on the "Jerry Springer
Show".
Instead, he watched sports,
enjoyed cold beer and. to my surprise, criticized those strangely-clad,
obnoxious gay showboats who rant
and rave on various TV talk shows.
Once he "came out," my friend
was astonished at the reaction from
his friends. None of them, all heterosexual; reacted with animosity or
disgust. He told me that revealing his
sexuality to us was a true test of
friendship which, to his surprise, we
all passed.
■ »
Life moved on. except that my!
friend no longer felt pressure to hide
his true identity.
Granted, the situation changed a
little. Watching Baywatch with him
has never been quite the same since,
and I still cringe when he talks about
relationships with other guys. I'm not
that open-minded yet.
I required an education on the
concepts of homosexuality, or I
would have lost a good friend
because of my own insecurities and
prejudices.
Unfortunately, Student
Government, as revealed in their new
budget, does not see the potential
value of an on-campus organization
dedicated to providing such an education.
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Funding denied
continued from 1A
service organization in 1994,"
said Pollard. "We have no
requirements to be a part of
Lambda. Our meetings are
open to everybody. We spend
money out of our own pockets.
We ' spend it on advertising
meetings, donations to Redfern
Health Center, speakers and
donations to the library."
"The services we have provided to students in the past
include a speaker from the
University police department
talking about public safety, discussion panels, an AIDS Day
table at Redfern paid for and
staffed by Lambda members,
classroom education, a book
donation in the amount of $300
to the library. Campus Sweep
and monetary donations to
Redfern."
Many
senators
spoke
against the bill.
"The nature of the Lambda
Society is to give the homosexual community a home, and
said Matt
that
Eskridge.
"However, this is not a service. This makes the Lambda
Society
a
social/political
group. This is the reason the
funding of the Lambda society
is in question."
"We do not have a set definition of what a service organization is." Moore said.
"Organizations are categorized
when they are recognized by
Student Government as organizations. These groups have to
be recognized for one year
before they are eligible for
funding."
"The funding is determined
by need due to expenses
accrued, money needed for the
next year and outside money
collected from dues, fund-raisers, companies and other
sources. With approximately
the same amount of. money
available, we tried to make
allocations totaling the amount
from last year."
"We then categorized the
allocations based on travel,
registration, honorarium and
needed supplies."
The actual vote was held
during an executive session.
This means that all observers
were asked to leave and were
not allowed to witness the
debate or vote.
"I find it ironic that student
senators are now the ones
going into the closet," said

Todd May, associate professor
of philosophy and Lambda's
faculty advisor.
Senator Scott Frick also
spoke out against the bill. Frick
cited a news story that aired
Monday afternoon, prior to the
meeting. In the story, Judy
Johnson of Asheville, N.C., TV
station WLOS interviewed
May.
During the course of the
story, the student senate was
alleged to have denied funds to
the Lambda Society on the
grounds that the majority of the
members are homosexual.
The report also confirmed
that the Lambda Society had an
attorney and would consider
pursuing the matter in court if
they were denied funds.
"Lambda does have an
attorney," said May, prior to
the vote, "and we are currently
preparing to discuss our legal
options."
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. Northern Italian
veal, steak, & seafood
> Best Wine List
In the Upstate
• Elegant Atmosphere
Casual Prices
• Reservation Accepted
• Exec Chef/ Owner
Gershom Chan
100 Villa Rd.
Greenville
(864) 233-6633
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Next to Holiday Spa

YOU
SHOULD BE
COMMITTED
THIS SUMMER
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Come on. Commit yourself,
and make your summer count.
With Coastal Carolina University's
May semester and two summer sessions,
you can earn up to a full semester's credit.
So, if you want to get ahead,
Coastal Carolina is the place.
And, speaking of places, on-campus
apartments are just $80 a week
(the best deal on the beach).
Plus, we offer assistance finding summer

Do you enjoy writing?
Want to getpm'rffor it?

:,

employment. How's that for a summer break?

1-800-277-7000
803-349-2026

- (pome to
906 Union

Ask for
Mike or Heather

COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
Conway, South Carolina • http://www.coastal.edu
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Arrest leads to
harassing calls
JENNIFER PATTON

staff writer

On the night of March 28, a
verbal argument led to an altercation
between
Jaquitta
Katrina Daniels and Lewanso
Manden Smith in Thornhill
Village.
"It started off as a verbal
dispute over some money
that Daniels was holding in
her hand," said University
Police
Chief
Lonnie
Saxon. "Smith grabbed
Daniels' wrist trying to
obtain the money and
ended up tearing her shirt."
Local EMS were called
to the scene, and Daniels
was treated for bruises and several lacerations on her hands.
Smith was arrested and
charged with assault and battery and released on a $304
personal recognizance bond.
He is scheduled for a hearing.
The day after the altercation
and arrest, Smith reported a
series of phone calls to his
house.
"Smith said that the caller
would call and hang up on
him," said Saxon.
There are no suspects for
the prank calls at this time and
the case is still under investigation.

Student attacked
from behind
Brian Jackson Reynolds
was attacked by three unknown
suspects in the Calhoun Court
area on March 29.
"Reynolds was taking a
study break and was out walk-
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UNIVERSITY

Italian Special

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Mon-Fri
Imeat & 3ueg
$4.25 + tax
Lunch Only

n

Approximately 3,000 Ross Alumni
are Currently in Residencies or
Private Practice In The U.S.A.

Graduates licensed & practicing in the U.S.
High pass rate on U.S. Med Licensing Exam

« Clinical affiliations with hospitals in the U.S.
* Fully equipped, state-of-the-art basic science facilities

» Medical School Curriculum modeled after that in U.S. schools

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
♦ Fourth year clinical training at affiliated U.S. veterinary schools

Sardrs

Low student-faculty ratio

♦ U.S. veterinary school curriculum, DVM/Ph.D faculty

| Financial Aid Available For Those Who Qualify |

Denffi

Accepting Applications For Fall 96 & Winter/Spring 97 terms. For further Information, Call or Write:

ROSS UNIVERSITY
460 W 34th Street, New York, NY 10001 Phone (212) 279-5500

Hwy 93-accross from Bi-Lo
"53-6417

CLEMSON'S FINEST
PET CENTER
IS HAVING A MARCH
MADNESS SALE
FISH HAPPY HOUR SALE
HAMSTER/GERBIL SALE
REPTILE SALE

ing between N6 and N9 in
Calhoun Courts," said Saxon.
"He reported being attacked
from behind by three black
men dressed in dark clothing.
The men hit him in the head
and in the right eye."
The three assailants' identities are unknown, and the case
is still under investigation.

JUST IN TIME FOR EASTER
LOTS OF RABBITS TO CHOOSE FROM
1019-210 TIGER BLVD. 654-2520
BEHIND SHONEY'S RESTAURANT

PRINCIPLES «>/' SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

\

Disorderly conduct
ends in arrest
Police responded to a public disorderly conduct call in
front of Johnstone A on March
30.
"The suspect, William
Dana Pelletier, apparently had
too many drinks," said Saxon.
"He was belligerent to the officers and was arrested for disorderly conduct."
Pelletier was released on a
personal recognizance bond
and is scheduled to have a
hearing in front of University
Municipal Judge Deborah
Culler.
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Talented?
Creatiue?

M'\,\k*

IDE LURNT
YOU!
♦photographers
♦writers
news &
sports
♦Designers

For fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred
annuities designed to help build additional assets—money that
can help make the difference between living and living well
after your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salary
on a pretax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so
you start saving on federal and, in most cases, state and local
income taxes right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax bill is

Come to

906
Union

every year.

y
\

As the nation's largest retirement system, based on assets
under management, we offer a wide range of allocation choices
— from the TIAA Traditional Annuity, which guarantees
principal and interest (backed by the company's claims-paying
ability), to TIAA-CREF's diversified variable annuity
accounts. And our expenses are very low," which means more
of your money goes toward improving your future financial

health.
To find out more, call 1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a
complete SRA information kit, plus a free slide calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.
Call today —it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'
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e distributee! by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional
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Student Government would like to say.

Thank You Clemson
students, faculty,
administrators, and staff.!
The 1st Annual Campus Sweep was a
success because of YOU!
Facilities Maintenance Operations (FMO) and Student
Government report that these jobs and many others were
completed last Friday....

Reminder:
HII Inuited Organizations
please RSUP for the
Student Leaders Dinner
by April 11, 1996. Call
Student Gouernment at
656-2195.

* Cleaning of the reflection pond
*Painting of the P-Plant parking lot and fence
*Cope volleyball area filled with sand
* Union windows cleaned
* Mulch spread at the tennis center
♦Azaleas planted throughout our campus
* Clemson House volleyball area filled with sand
*Fire hydrants painted throughout our campus
♦Handrails painted in the amphitheater
* Mulch spread at Mell Hall
* Mulch spread at Redfern
♦Planting at Brackett
* Trash picked up throughout our campus

Student Body President's Cabinet
Interviews
April 14th-16th
Sign-Up in the Student
Government lobby
♦Chief of Staff
*Treasurer
*Attorney General
*PR/ Communications Chair
*Organizations Chair
*Research and Development Chair
*Student Services Chair
*Executive Assistant
♦Freshman Council Chair
♦Assistant Career Expo Chair
♦Elections Chair
♦Recycling Chair

Contact the SG office if you have any
questions. 656-2195
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Inkspots, snowballs and pibebombs
J-
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Shane Roach
assistant Time Out editor
Hi folks, it's time for another installment of
Panavision Ramblings. It's spring, and finally
feeling like it, and springis, among other
things, a time for discovery.
Just as the snow melts in sub-arctic zones to
reveal long-lost hikers, frozen animals and missing
episodes of classic TV shows, this week's Time Out
will give you a look at some interesting stuff you may
not have known was hidden underneath the vast
frozen wasteland.
.
Alongside the music, movies and low-cal chicken
recipes you're used to, we cast a spotlight on the
semi-underground art form of Japanese animation. A
distinctive blend of fast-paced stories and hypnotic
visuals, Japanimation, or anime as it's also called, is
something you've probably watched for years without
realizing it.
We'll tell you a little bit about Japanimation and
give reviews of some notable anime works in both the
feature film and TV serial veins.
There's something else from Japan you can get
out and discover, or at least observe, this spring, but
it's a teensy bit more involved than shoving a tape
into your VCR and plopping down on the couch.
Comet Hyakutake has already made its closest
approach to our world, but since the weather has
cleared up you now have a decent opportunity to
catch a glimpse. Just go outside (wait until it's dark)
and look up. If you can get to a place with no street-

6toSMii»to™'iH!
lights, do. Somewhere in the northwestern sky you'll
see what looks like a glowing fuzzball with a bright
point in the center. That, boys and girls, is a
comet-not just any comet, either.
Hyakutake is the brightest comet to whiz by Earth
in 20 years. And it wasn't discovered by some guy
who scans the skies for a living, either.
It was first spotted by Yuji Hyakutake, a Japanese
photoengraver who likes to point his giant binoculars
heavenward just because it's fun.
As reward for diligently following his hobby, he
has a great big outer-space snowball named after him.
But will anyone remember its name when it comes

hank-amund
18.000 years?
vears?
back around in 18,000

Now that police in Montana have arrested someone they think is the Unabomber, how will the world
change? Will anyone pick up his mission of violently
promoting a return to technology-free living?
If so, will anybody take Juniorbomber any more
seriously than the Unabomber was taken?
Will economics professors and judges be able to
confidently open anonymous UPS packages again?
How will he adjust to prison life?
Will he become some behemoth's girlfriend, or
will he build a bomb out of dental floss and bacon
grease and make himself a convenient doorway to
freedom?
What was it about the 1970s that brought us most
of the greatest serial killers in American history?
Think about it. The Unabomber, Son of Sam, Ted
Bundy and the Zodiac killer are but a few of the multitude of multiple murderers who got their start in the
crazy period that gave us disco. Star Wars and
President Jimmy Carter.
Come to think of it, that disco version of the Star
Wars theme might have driven a couple of people to
at least smack a few folks around. I remember slapping my little sister once while riding in the car as it
played on the radio, but we knocked each other
around no matter what music was on.
So go out there and do the right thing. Find some
cool Japanimation to watch, then lie out under the
stars with someone special, or at least a playful, furry
little puppy and spare an errant thought for one of the
most elusive psycho-killers to ever come down the
pike.
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Town Tavern.

iliuiidaif., ApAil 11-

Satusidaif., ApAil 13
•Centerline at McP's.
•6-String Drag at Tiger
Town Tavern.

•Shower with Honey at
Backstreets

•Charleston Blues and
Heritage Festival Three

nights of blues, jazz, rock
and zydeco music, plus
folk arts and lowcountry
cuisine. Call 1-800-2160639.

•Claire Lynch at The
Handlebar in Greenville.
8:30 p.m. $9. Call 2336173.

faiday., Affiil 12

•The El Caminos, Self
and Beauty Can at Edgars.

•Southern Strange at
Tiger Town Tavern.

•The Secret Garden at the
Brooks Center.

•The Oath at McP's.
Batuldan, Ap-til 6

•Treadmill Track Star at
Backstreets

•Centerline at McP's.

•Sigmapalooza starring
Widespread Panic at the
National Guard Armory
Baseball Diamond. Gates
open at 5 p.m.

7ue-i.da.4f., Aplil 9Sutidau, Afilil 7

'Grease! at the Peace
Center in Greenville. 8
p.m. nightly, matinees 2
p.m. Saturday, 3 p.m.
Sunday. $20-39.50. Call
467-3000 or 1-800-8887768.

Satutdau., Aalii 13
•The Oath at McP's.

courtesy of Alligator Records

"1U.Wii.daM., AfiA.il 11
•Far Too Jones at Tiger

Blues guitarist Steady Rollin' Bob Margolin is
one of the featured musicians at next weekend's Charleston Blues and Heritage Festival.

•Jammi Jam Festival featuring 69 Boy 2, a
stepshow and a comedy
act. 8 p.m. at Tillman
Auditorium. $10 at the
Union ticket center.

Grab your instrument and come play in the

ORCHESTRA!
Sign up for the Clemson University Symphony
Orchestra (Music 369). For audition information
call conductor Dr. Andrew Levin at 656-0381
or send him email at alevin@clemson.edu

Listener's Choice
MOVING SALE!
20% OFF
EVERYTHING
New and Used CD's,
cassettes & LP's
Not Including special orders or items on hold

CBEOIT
PROBLEMS?
Need to make up a class or just want to get ahead?
Wish you could find a way to beat high tuition?
Greenville Tech's Summer Transient Program is the answer.
Last year, over 700 students from nearly 100 institutions earned credits
that transferred back to their own colleges and universities at
Greenville Tech's very reasonable rates.
A permission form from your college is needed call Greenville Tech and ask for your summer transient packet today.
Check out our convenient options including College On TV and Weekend College!

Sale ends April 30

GREENVILLE TECH
College That Works

200 Victoria Square
518 College Ave
654-4041
April 5, 1996

For a siMimier transient packet,
call 250-8111 or toll-free in $C 1-800-922-1185.
The Tiger
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VALERIE ROSEN

staff writer

Ani-who?" some of you may be thinking. Anime (pronounced anniemay), also called Japanimation, is the buzzword for the renowned art
of Japanese animation.
Many of you may already be anime fans and not even know it; if you
have ever been a fan of Speed Racer or Robotech, then you are guilty.
Those of you who are familiar with Doraemon, Ranma 1/2 and Kimagure
Orange Road, beware. You may have already been classified
as otaku (oh-tac-koo), which is a
derogatory form
of the word
'you.' The
Japanese take it
to loosely
mean, 'someone
with no life who
spends all his
time watching
anime and making model
mecha.' (We'll get
to mecha shortly.)
Not that this is
bad, because
amongst your
friends, it can be
translated as 'a
great fan of anime
who is devoted to
the art.'
These Japanese
cartoonsjh^pe certain^
characteristic features: large
eyes, overdone expressions, cool clothing, slick hair, etc. To some this may
seem boring, even limiting, but the Japanese artists know what they are
doing. These distinct features allow the artists to make the cartoons come to
life. But there is much more to anime than meets the eye.
Before anime, there was 'manga,' which is the Japanese word for comic
book. Popular manga was animated due to new technologies and audience

demand. However, manga is not the Japanese version of American comics.
Manga is usually found in newspapers or similar publications. Unlike our
better known comics, each manga comic is the result of a single writer and
artist.
The Japanese have been known for cartoon-esque art for hundreds of
years. Most Japanese animation is influenced by Chinese art, which brings
us to some of the major differences you will finibetw^n anime and
Western comics.
First of all, anime is not necessarily for the entertainment of children
alone. There are numerous films and
television series for adults, ranging
from action-adventure to pornography.
One aspect that all these films
share is the reality. Anime is an art
form. It is represented by three forms
of media: TV episodes, original
video animation (OVA) and full
length feature films. In Japan,
anime is regarded with as much
respect as live-action movies are
here in the United States. This is
due to the fact that unlike our
favorite Marvel comic heroes,
their anime counterparts are
destined to eventually meet
their end (and stay that way).
The artists are not afraid
to reveal the truths of life.
They love to incorporate
mecha into their work.
Mecha, which is derived
from the term 'mechanical,' refers to
any and all incredible pieces of technology. As in real life, the Japanese
take pride in their mecha, and the artists tend to show that in their cartoons.
In children's anime, death is often regarded and ne^er ignored. Not that
anime is that much more violent than American animation; they simply
focus more on the fact that a character has died, moved on to another world,
never to return by some miraculous deed. The characters are also shown in
realistic settings, such as sitting-in class or at the office working. The work
ethic is stressed in this way.

ORGUSS 02
•
company:
rating:

Manga Entertainment
Not Rated

review:

«

Continuing

CHRIS LOONAM

ANIME

Graphic action
and stylized
visuals give
Japanese
animation a
feel different
from that
of any other
cartoon.

all photos courtesy of Streamline Pictures

4B

staff critic

Orguss 02 is a good representative of the
Japanimation genre. It has plenty of violence
and keeps the viewer in the dark as long as
possible.
Another common thing is that the characters usually do not resemble Japanese people
but look more like Americans or Europeans.
The story is about two nations, Revillia
and Zafrin, that start a war.
A Revillian soldier named Lean is caught
behind enemy lines. He meets a girl,
Nataruma, who has special powers. He does
not know of her powers at first but learns of
them soon.
The Zafrin army has a special weapon
called a Decimator, which is a giant robot
with lots of firepower. Using this weapon,
the Zafrin army begins destroying their
enemy.
The Prince of Revillia produces his own
Decimator and begins to destroy the forces of
the Zafrin army, including their Decimator.
Orguss 02 is another Decimator piloted
by a robot that helps Lean and Nataruma.
The finale includes a fight involving Lean
and Nataruma trying to destroy the Prince of
Revillia and his Decimator.
Orguss 02 is a good story and is recommended if you like anime. There is even a female heroine, which is not uncommon in this genre.
If it seems that you have been left in the dark about Japanimation, this movie will fulfill that
yearning for violence and cartoons in one fell swoop.
The Tiger
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Another small yet significant detail
one might notice is the treatment of
women. The women are depicted as
strong-minded and decisive. They hold
powerful positions and usually hold the
key to the defeat of evil.
Anime characters in general are not blown up to be the huge superheroes
seen in American cartoons. They tend to look like normal people (or at least
as normal as a cartoon character can get) dressed in clothing instead of the
incredibly skin-tight attire of our Supermen and women. The great exception, of course, are those characters that have morphed with robots and
aliens.
Let's now look at the actual characters
themselves. The stars of anime lead the
lives of normal people. They go to work,
go to school and argue with their parents
and their spouses. Their family lives
actually affect their working lives.
Although their bodies may appear
invincible, they let us know that their
minds are not.
They don't normally lead the lives
of strict superheroes. Instead, they lead
double lives, kind of like Batman. They
are exceptionally athletic and smart. They
are the kind of people that real superheroes
should be made of.
They are not perfect, however. Many
have flaws that we encounter in everyday
life. Some characters can be incredibly
annoying, while others can melt our hearts
with a simple quivering of the lip. You might
find yourself holding your breath for the heroine's fate or at the edge of your seat waiting for
the evil being to be destroyed. Basically, these characters have the power to
make you believe they are real.
If you do decide to watch anime, then you might notice the language.
Some anime is classified as "Fansub." This is where fans of anime import
the cartoons then translate and subtitle movies on their own time. Beware;
many of these videos are simply the fans reading the lines, they feel no need

to incorporate emotions. Even if you
don't understand a lick of Japanese, watching anime in its original, meantto-be language is an experience. There is something about the natural onomatopoetic sound of the Japanese language that English cannot quite grasp.
Most of the videos can be found in the
video store. These are
already dubbed
over in English by
the distributors. It
sounds sort of
cheesy, like those
old kung-fu
movies where
the mouths
don't match the
words, but it's
easier to watch
than reading
subtitles.
Overall,
anime is a
cool art form
for anyone
to explore.
The artwork
itself is great entertainment.
The story lines are easy to grasp and fun to follow. You
might be interested in some of the other forms of anime, such as the political or pornographic cartoons.
Just ask your local video store worker, check out the internet, or ask your
friends. You never know where the otaku lurk.

WAY OF THE CROSS

inuing the Tradition...

A way to recall the Passion and Death of Jesus
as we walk together on the Clentson University Campus

Good Friday
April 5, 1996
Meet in front of
Mell Hall at 4:30 PM
Sponsored by
Catholic Student Association
Lutheran Campus Ministry
Presbyterian Student Association
United Methodist Campus Ministry
April 5,1996
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Akira opens a can of worms
AKIRA

SHANE ROACH

assistant Time Out Editor

If the dozens of anime titles
originally released in Japan as
TV serials are a brood of bigeyed kids, then it could be said
that the feature film Akira is the
granddaddy of them all. It's
over two hours of high-octane
science fiction that just happens
to be done in ink and paint.
The story is set in NeoTokyo in the year 2019. Old
Tokyo was destroyed by a
nuclear blast that started World
War III in 1988, and the rebuilt
city is preparing to host the
Olympic Games.
However, many streets are
blocked by rioters and the
police forces covering them,
while the more open highways
are the territory of rival motorcycle gangs. One of these bikers

company:
rating:
review:

Streamline/Voyager
Not Rated

is a 15-year-old boy named
Tetsuo.
When Tetsuo is injured and
picked up by the government,
he is subjected to tests that
awaken latent psychokinetic
abilities. He is made part of a
secret project that seeks to harness the mental powers of a
group of gray-skinned children
with ESP.
As Tetsuo's powers grow,
the lead researcher (as well as
the test subjects) begin to
believe that he may be the reincarnation of Akira, a boy whose

Edgar's
Beauty

one computer-generated effect
used for less than a minute,
every part of every frame was
painstakingly drawn, inked and
painted by hand.
Many shots have a liveaction feel to them, due to both
nearly photorealistic detail and
unusual-for-animation "camera" moves. The design of
mechanical devices and background graffiti is far more intricate that it has to be, but it adds
that little dash of realism.
Akira is available on VHS
from Streamline Pictures and
laserdisc from the Voyager
Company. Either version is definitely worth a look, but be careful.
Once you see it, you may
find yourself uncontrollably
seeking out other anime when
you visit the video store.

psi abilities grew to the point
that he ceased to be human and
"achieved pure energy."
Tetsuo is none too pleased
about being changed like this,
and just wants to be left alone.
Barring that, he'll get his
kicks by blowing things up with
his mind. When his ways turn
murderous, things take a turn as
Kaneda, Tetsuo's friend and the
hot-shot leader of his gang,
drops plans for a rescue and prepares for a climactic showdown.
Akira sets itself apart from
other anime by its complexity.
While many of the supporting
characters are relatively flat, the
principals are relatively welldeveloped.
The story has as many subplots and twists as anyone
would want, and the animation
is simply awesome. Apart from

.

Gamma Phi Beta
Coflgr^tulk0|p
our newlniiiates

JOEY POOLE

staff writer
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A new band will make its
debut on the Clemson music
scene tonight at Edgar's when
Beauty Can plays a 9 p.m. show.
Beauty Can consists of
Clemson students Chastity
Jones on vocals, Brent Jones on
guitar, Jennifer Seckel on bass
and Alex Frick behind the
drumkit.
By their own description,
they play medium paced indie
rock, but shy away from naming
any influences.
The band has been playing
together for three months and
are understandably excited
about their first gig.

1. The Birdcage

THE

MGM

MJTO

2. Sergeant Bilko
Universal

3. Executive Decision
Warner Bros.

4. Oliver & Company

Inc.

5. Diabolique

Major Credit Cards Welcomed

MGM

7. Up Close and
Personal

desstea Simmons
Kendra''Smith

Love in KKZ, '
Your Sisters

WIDESPREAD

C

SPECIALISTS

Also: SALES,- STORAGE AND MECHANEALREMK
FOREIGN
DOMESTIC

6. A Family Thing

Meagan Champio§
CarissaPace
* Ipl

-

Bmahda Ritchie

Michele Brluito

COLLISION
REPAIR

Disney
Warner Bros.

usal Rabon

Erika Allen

654-0234
Member - Central Merchants Guild
Just 2 miles from Clemson Univ.
Central, SC 29630
(OffHwy. 93IBehind Hardees)
FBKE ESTIMATES/CONSULTATION

—RJRMERLY AUTO SPECIALITIES INC.—

Disney

8. Fargo
Gramercv

9. All Dogs Go to
Heaven 2
MGM

10. Homeward Bound
II: Lost in San
Francisco

Clemson, SC
National Guard Armory Baseball Diamond
April 12,1996 - Gates open at 5:00 PM

Disney

-Associated Press

Sardi's
Den
Hivy 93-accross from Bi-Lo
655-64!7
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TICKETS RRE ON SRLE NOW
In the Uniuersity Union Loggia
Cash/ Check / Tigerstripe $17.50
or
Charge by phone
1-800-727-8499
The Tiger
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Otherwise, this is actually
decent stuff. They will not get
any points for creativity, but
they are good to jam to.

Lotion
Nobody's Cool
spinART Records

Gavin Bryars
The Last Days

DON SULLIVAN

staff critic
Hot Spot: "The Sad Part"
Low Spot: "The Enormous
Room"
Bottom Line: Sounds like
most of the other stuff floating
around on the rock market.
On Nobody's Cool, Bill and
Jim Ferguson, Rob Youngberg,
and Tony Zajkowski lay down
the same-sounding tracks that
everyone else is running over
the radio waves.
There is really very little to
say about this band that has not
been said about nearly every
band.
Instead of taking the creative route that some bands follow to success, these guys just
grab the coat tails of other
bands and take the easy route to
popularity.
They are great to listen to,
especially on tracks such as
"Rock
Chick"
and
"Juggernaut," but they don't
ever really get into their own
groove.
Many of their songs sound
like take-offs of Green Day,
which is bothersome; other
tracks just do not click at all.
"The Enormous Room" is one
of those songs that simply does
not sound like a good rock
song.

London Records

SILAS LEWIS

The first and last pieces on
the CD are over 22 minutes
each.
You can actually get a feel
for the music.
The pulsing chords give
you a sense of anger or distress,
while the smooth harmonics of
the violins have a more relaxed,
calm, and easy-going feeling. I
guess you can get whatever you
want out of it.
But, coming from someone
who doesn't buy classical
music, or doesn't really even
get into it, I really enjoyed The
Last Days. (And I have continued listening to it.)
It's especially great to play
while studying, having dinner,
or while you're trying to sleep.
So, if you have the chance,
check it out.

staff critic
Hot spot: The whole thing
Low blow: You not giving
it a listen
Bottom line: Very relaxing
and inspirational music.
The Last Days is a composition of seven different pieces,
the first and last pieces consisting of a quartet that includes
two violins, a viola, and a cello,
while the other five pieces
include only two violins, playing beautiful duets.
No banging drums or guitars or off key singers, just
melodic sounds composed to
make inspirational music.
Gavin Bryars gained his
reputation as a jazz bassist. He
now composes for theatre,
dance and some films.
Bryars presently tours
around the country with his
group, the Gavin Bryars
Ensemble.
The CD is outstanding. If
you love classical music, or
even if you don't, you may find
that the light sounds of this CD
can somehow become addicting.

Bad Religion
The Gray Race
Atlantic Records

CHRIS LOONAM

staff critic
Hot Spot: Every song on
this wonderful CD!
Low Blow: Their albums
are always too short.
Bottom Line: Melodic
punk with intelligent lyrics.
The Gray Race is the ninth
album
by
the
southern
Californian punk band Bad
Religion.
The band has been together
since 1980 and have been pro-

ducing some of the best punk
music around.
Former frontman of The
Cars and producer of the latest
Weezer album Ric Ocasek
helped produce this album.
Although they have toned
down their punk through the
years, the band has not changed
a lot over time.
This is refreshing in an age
when bands tend to change
instead of playing the style that
got them where they are.
Bad Religion is often cited
as an influence on many punk
bands today.
The Gray Race is the band's
third major label recording.
Earlier albums were released
on Epitaph, which is a big punk
label in California with such
bands as Offspring, Rancid,
and Pennywise.
This album stays true to
their style: laid-back punk with
lyrics that have true meaning,
not just rhyme.
The lyrics usually point out
things going wrong in today's
society to raise the consciousness of the youth.
At the same time, the band
does not expect to be taken as a
beacon of truth but would
rather the people think for
themselves.
This thought is exhibited in
the chorus for "Punk Rock
Song" by the lines "This is just
a punk rock song/Written for
the people who can see something is wrong."
This album follows Bad
Religion's patented style and
should be played loud to get
you going.

Want a free CD?
Come look through our
stacks and review for
Time Out!
Call David VoWard or Shane

Koach at 656-09&6.

WSBF 88.

FIVt CLEMSON
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"ONLY 21.95"
Full Service Oil Change
Featuring Havoline Formula! Motor Oil.
Complete engine protection against

UMSSBOT
B JBjgjrUgUEJBJrUB. ED
FRESH SEAFOOD
SPECIHL
MON-FRI
Imeat & 3ueg
$4.25 + tan
LUNCH ONLV

BWWWWWWWWB

Sardrs
Den
Huiy 93-accross from Bi-Lo
BM-6417

Starting friction
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1. Gameface
Three to Get Ready

2. Velocity Girl
Nothing

3. Bad Religion
The Gray Race

4. Archer of Loof
The Speed of Cattle

5. Various Artists
Victory Stxle

6. Untitled
Unfitted

Heat stress

7. Lagwagon

A. Engine deposits

000

Hoss

8. The Cannanes
The Cannanes

Add more life to your car.

9. Mineral
The Power of Falling

10. Chisel
<S a.m. All Dm
The Oil Change Specialists

Hours: M-F 8-5:30
Sat 8-12:00
April 5, 1996

978 Tiger Blvd.
654 - 5823

Sardi's
Den

Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Amex

Hiuy 93-accross from Bi-Lo
655-6417
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RED MEAT

locust leavings on the loaf of levity

My goodness, look at all the
birds on that telephone wire.

from the secret files of

Max* cannon
Wow. These are definitely the strongest
non-prescription cough drops available.

Those are clothes pins
on a clothesline, Dad.

I could use
another one.

RED MEAT
A couple years ago I wrote a story based on
that movie "Old Yeller." Except in my version
Old Yeller don't get shot when he gets rabies.

death rattle from a gallstone maraca

Instead, he goes crazy and steals a police car
and then goes on an interstate killing spree.

from the secret files of

MO*

cannon

That way you don't get as sad when
the Green Berets electrocute him.

©1996 MAX CANNON

Joey

Off the Mark

/VEV'ffl PLAY pt£TWNARYw WITH AN ABSTRAC-7
EXPRESS/WIST.
. % \1JM}>
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'/ "
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NEXT
WEEK
Widespread

Panic,
Resolve
and local
bands.

8B

Real

Horoscope

ARIES (March 21-April
19) It's spring already, so get
out there and take advantage
of the warm weather. But be
careful, 'cause your mom isn't
gonna bail you out of jail if
you get arrested for sunbathing nude on the president's lawn.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Here's an idea for you thrillseekers. Put on your shortest
shorts, ride your bicycle through
that briar patch, then stop and
do a dance on that nest of vipers
behind the dead oak tree. I'll be
along in a couple of hours to
pick up the bike.

TAURUS
(April
20May20) Why, you're that mad
cow that's been on the news so
much! Run as fast as your
wobbly little legs will carry
you, or I'll have my buddy
McBain exterminate your disease-ridden ass.

LEO (July 23-August 22)
Hey, you're another one of
those mad cows. Get outta here,
you bovine abomination! Join
your crazy brothers in the livestock looney bin, or suffer the
wrath of my army of flying
killer monkeys.

GEMINI (May 21-June
20) "It's beginning to look a
lot like Christmas!" Is there
another winter storm coming
through, or is it just your dandruff? It's nice and warm outside, so it must be you. Grab a
bottle of Head & Shoulders
and, by all means, do the
entire
lather/rinse/repeat
cycle.

VIRGO
(August
23September 22) You wash your
car for the first time since last
April, but a tree falls on it while
the wax is drying. You won't
get a new BMW, either; you'll
just get a $300 check from the
insurance company. You might
as well just drive to coin-operated carwash and strip the top
layer of paint off with the dirt.
The Tiger

LIBRA (September 23October 22) This isn't a good
week for you to attend sporting
events. Even if you manage to
dodge that foul ball as it hurtles
out of the sky toward you, it's
gonna nail you on the bounce.
Wear an umpire's pads and find
a spot to stand just close enough
that you can tell the teams apart.
SCORPIO (October 23November 21) You're having
the time of your life, Binky. You
just won a million bucks from
McDonald's, your hair is perfect
and that redhead in your calculus class is practically throwing
herself at your feet. Things are
definitely going your way now,
so don't waste the opportunity.
SAGITTARIUS
(November 22-December 21)
Hey, spring break is OVER! Get
your head out of that bucket of
tequila and into that book,
unless you want to scrape bubblegum off bathroom walls for a
living.

CAPRICORN (December
22-January 19) Nobody wants
to hear you griping about your
gambling debts. Just shut up
and make some safer bets, like
highway death rates or Hillary
Clinton's next haircut. You
can win on stuff like that.
AQUARIUS (January 20February 18) Give me all of
your money. Now. You don't
need it anyway. I do. You'll
get deep personal satisfaction
out of it, trust me. I might
even buy you a souvenir from
my tour of Europe, if you
grovel nicely.
PISCES (February 19March 20) Ah, hell, I lied to
Andy Aquarius. I'm not buying him anything. That slacker
doesn't deserve the insoles
from my old Nikes, but I'll let
you have them for a buck, or
two pairs for $1.50 and I'll
throw the nappy old shoes in
free.
April 5, 1996
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Players to
enter plea
continued from 1A
players allegedly hid in the
closet while the others committed the crime.
The players also allegedly
forced the victim to leave the
room through the window so as
not to get a residence violation.
The players have denied
that the incident was non-consensual.
Three of the four were previously suspended from the
University by Dean of Student

Life Joy Smith, but the decision was overturned on appeal
to Vice President for Student
Affairs Almeda Jacks last
Monday.
The players were evicted
from University housing and
sentenced to do community
service.
They are currently attending classes. The alleged victim
has left school and is planning
to transfer to another institution.

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Call 882-8796

CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY

REGISTRATION FOR
MAYMESTER, SUMMER, AND FALL
BEGINS APRIL 8,1996
Beginning on April 8,1996, students can register for the 1996 fall term, and they can continue registering
for the 1996 Maymester and summer terms at computers connected to the campus network, personal
computers with a modem and touchtone telephones. The system gives an immediate response as to
whether or not a seat in a requested class has been reserved. Registration is continuous and students can
use the system to enroll in classes and make schedule adjustments from April 8 until the academic
calendar prohibits a course add or drop for the respective, Maymester, summer or fall term. Late registration
occurs just before classes begin, but the on-line system must be used for all course enrollments. Registration
forms are prepared only for students needing to pay fees and clear restricting messages during late
registration.

ACCESS
Entrance to on-line registration is based on the student's classification and is controlled by specific
windows of access. Students cannot register earlier than their access window date and time; however,
once their window opens, they have continuous access. Classification is established for all students as of
March 13, 1996; and it is based on the number of credits earned plus enrolled credits in the 1996 spring
semester. Classification for new transfer students is based on transfer credits posted to the academic
record as of March 13,1996, plus enrolled credits in the 1996 spring semester. Students can use Student
Information Services to view their academic records and verify their classification. Freshmen have a
total of 0-29 credits; sophomores 30-59; juniors 60-94; and seniors 95 and above.

PHASE-IN OF INITIAL ACCESS
When an access window first opens, student numbers (social security numbers) will be phased in at one
hour intervals. The phase-in is keyed to the last digit of the student number. The timetable is shown
below.
•

• Free pregnancy test
1
Free one-on-one counseling
■ 24 Hour hot line
■ Hours: Tues., Thurs., and Sat; 10am to 1pm
■ Strictly confidential
• Close - Downtown Seneca

TIMETABLE FOR INITIAL ACCESS TO ON-LINE REGISTRATION
LAST
DIGIT OF

SSN

GRADUATES AND
STUDENTS WITH
DISABILITIES
MONDAY, APR.

Foothills Crisis Pregnancy Center
206 Fairplay St., Suite 101
(Nimmons Building)
Seneca, SC 29678

8

0

5 r
HAPPY HOUR

Wmimmmim'msmi

R P™HP Rt!,
4

u

Hwy 123, East Park Plaza. Across from the new Days Inn. Call 654 - 5555 or 653 - PARS

*£,

Lighted Executive
9-Hole Course

Come Join the Fun! Play Golf at Night
A Great Course to Practice or Learn to Play Golf
PING * CALLOWAY * COBRA * TAYLOR MADE
MANY MORE WITH PRICES TOO LOW TO ADVERTISE
2 Free Lessons with Each Set
Specials - Tuesday-Two Person Wing-Ding-Cash Pay OFF
Thursday- Ladies' Night
Saturday - Family Night

Woodhaven Golf Club
Cherry Street * Pendleton, SC * 1 Mile East off the Square
Day Time - 7 Days a Week 646-9511 Night Time- Tues.- Thur * Sat &
Sun

8

SENIORS, HONORS
PROGRAM, CO-OP, &
STUDENT-ATHLETES
TUESDAY, APR.

9

SOPHOMORES

JUNIORS
THURSDAY, APR.

11

MONDAY, APR.

15

FRESHMEN
WEDNESDAY, APR.

5:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

7:00 P.M.

7:00 P.M.

7:00 P.M.

7:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

8:00 P.M.

8:00 P.M.

8:00 P.M.

8:00 P.M.

9:00 P.M.

9:00 P.M.

9:00 p.ij

9:00 P.M.

7:00 P.M.
MONDAY, APR.

/?

Opening Access Date
Monday, April 8
Tuesday and Wednesday, April 9, 10
Thursday and Saturday, April 11,13
Monday and Tuesday, April 15, 16
Wednesday and Thursday, April 17, 18

Classification
Graduates and Students with Disabilities
Seniors, Honors, Co-op and Athletes
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen

8

WEDNESDAY, APR.

10

SATURDAY, APR.

13

TUESDAY, APR.

16

5:00 P.M.

THURSDAY, APR.

7:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

12:00 NOON

5:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

00 P.M.

7:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

7:00 P.M.

7:00 P.M.

:00 P.M.

8:00 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

8:00 P.M.

8:00 P.M.

9:00 P.M.

9:00 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

9:00 P.M.

9:00 P.M.

17

18

ADVISING
Advising procedures vary among academic departments. Watch for special instructions about advising.
General University guidelines indicate advising for registration should occur April 3-17.

MATERIALS
Individual degree progress reports, registration schedule cards and instruction sheets will be in the
student's major department by April 1. The 1996 Summer/Fall Schedule of Classes will be available at
the Student Union by April 3. Retain schedule book for use with telephone registration. A worksheet
and course codes are in the book and must be used when registering by touchtone telephone. Students'
degree progress reports can be viewed year-round at computers connected to the campus network via
Student Information Services (SIS), and the fall course offering can be viewed via SIS beginning
March 6. The student instruction sheet shows the location of computers students can use and the hours
they are available for registration.

CHANGING MAJORS
Students planning to change majors should do so by March 13. Change-of-Major forms are available in
the Student Records Office, 104 Sikes Hall. If the form is turned in after March 13, ask for special
instructions in Student Records Office.

ON-LINE REGISTRATION STEPS
1. Schedule a visit with an advisor as early as possible. Record course requests on the two-part
registration card. Have advisor sign the department copy and retain it. Keep the student copy for use
when entering course requests. The advising number printed on the registration schedule card is needed
by undergraduates when registering on-line. Graduate students do not need an advising number.
2. Know your student number (SSN) and computer password. If you need assistance, go to the
Help Desk in the Poole Agricultural Center with a picture ID. Students enrolled in off-campus courses
can call Records and Registration at 656-5283 or 656-2305, 8:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M., Monday-Friday and
the Computer Help Desk at 656-3494,4:30 P.M.-10:00 P.M., Monday-Thursday for assistance with their
password.
3. After your access window opens, go to a computer connected to the campus network. A partial
list of locations where computers are available is on the student instruction sheet available from your
major department. Select Student Information Services (SIS) from the initial menu screen. Then select
the On-Line Registration system and follow instructions. Students with personal computers and modems
may access the system by dialing 656-1700. Call the Help Desk at 656-3494 for assistance with dial-up
access. Follow the step-by-step worksheet in the schedule book when using a touchtone telephone.

April 5, 1996
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UPCOMING
PROGRAMS & ACTIVITIES
"WANT TO SEE A GREAT GAME?"
The University Union is sponsoring two trips this month, each
offering fun and reduced prices for your enjoyment! The trips are as
follows. . .

UPCOMING SHORT COURSES

(Please note deadlines to sign up.)
Event
Deadline
Community First Aid & Safety
April 5
Community CPR
April 8
Lifeguard
Training - Recertification
April 11
Ballroom Dancing
April 12
Saturday, April 13, we will take two vanloads to the Carowinds Amusement Park
Beginner Shagging
in Rock Hill, SC. The registration fee of $20 includes seven dollars off regular admisIntermediate Shagging
sion and the cost of transportation. Deadline for signing up is Wednesday, April 10, at
Community CPR
April 15
12:00 noon at the Union Information Desk.
Community CPR
April 19
Community CPR - Review
April 22
Community CPR - Review
April 24

7/Mfc
Sunday, April 21, we will be taking two vanloads of baseball fans to cheer on
the World Champion Atlanta Braves as they host the San Diego Padres. The $15
registration fee includes $17 tickets and transportation to Atlanta's Fulton County
Stadium. A possible shopping/eating stop in Atlanta may follow the game. Deadline for signup is Wednesday, April 17, at the Information Desk.
Sign up at the Information Desk in the Loggia of the University
Union. Limited spaces available. Visa, MC, & Tigerstripe accepted.

FILMS & VIDEO COMMITTEE
The Films & Video Committee is sponsoring the following films
through Clemson Cable Network (CCN) during the month of
April:
Last of the Mohicans
Mrs. Doubtfire
Ghost
Seven
*Braveheart

I

Highlander
Seven
Basic Instinct
Star Trek: Generations
** (optional)

UNION GAMES AREA
THEY'RE HERE!
Frequent Flyer Cards — Pick up a Frequent Flyer Card
for Pool or Bowling. The more you play the less you pay! Free
Pool time. Free Bowling time or free shoes. Stop by and check it
out at the Games Area Desk.

* Will still be shown through the second week ofApril.
**An additional film will be posted later in the month.
Movies are shown on a rotating schedule throughout the month of April at
6:00 - 8:00pm and 12:00 - 2:00am seven days a week.
Movies may also be shown in the afternoons at random during the week.
Check CCN Listings in The Tiger for exact dates and times.

ANYTHING GOES COMMITTEE
PRESENTS

ENTERTAINER OF THE YEAR!

GAMES & CONTESTS
TIRED OF THE SAME OLD ROUTINE? Students are
invited to check out the Union Games Area selection of board
games. Bring your friends down and play Jenga, Trivial Pursuit
and other board games in our playing area, free of charge!
Watch for upcoming tournaments.
(Every day and night. Going on now!)

DR. HOLIDAY

*EIYPNOTIST*
Tuesday, April 16
7:00pm
Tillman Auditorium
$2.00 @ door
"Hilarious Hypnotic Comedy at it's best!"
Dallas Times Herald

For more information concerning this ad, come by 602 of the University Union or call us at 656-7297

Inside

je and White

■Tiger tennis
■ Crew
■ Golf
■ Football
■Volleyball

see story, page 12A

Clemson University

Tigers top Bulldogs, USC
■ Benson delivers
another sterling
performance,
allowing just two

OWEN DRISKIU,

sports editor

runs off three hits
KEVIN BRIDGES

assistant sports editor

Kris Benson pitched eight
innings allowing a mere two
runs as the Tigers plucked the
Gamecocks 4-2 on Wednesday
in Columbia.
"Kris Benson was his usual
self today," said head coach
Jack Leggett. "He has great
command of his pitches and
has so much poise."
The game was knotted at
two in the top of the ninth
when Matthew LeCroy hit a
home run to put the Tigers up
for good.
"I didn't hit it that well,"
said LeCroy, "just enough to
get it out."
In the same inning, Jerome
Robinson stretched his hitting
streak to 19 games with an RBI
single.
Benson,
who's
record
improved to 8-0 with the win,
was relieved in the bottom of
the ninth by David Shepard,
who picked up the save with a
solid inning.
The Tigers hope to continue
their good fortune as they play
Wake Forest on April 5 at 7:15
p.m. The game will be played
at Tiger Field.

Gary Burnham (above) and
the rest of the Tiger baseball
team defeated the rival
Gamecocks on Wednesday
and the
Bulldogs on
Tuesday.
Matt LeCroy
(right) knocked in the
winning runs in the top of
the ninth with a home run.
LeCroy's two RBI broke a 2-2
deadlock. Wednesday's game
was played at USC.
file photo

To the Olympics and beyond
KERRI WEST

staff writer

Unless you are a die hard fan
of Clemson Tiger baseball,
there is a good chance that
you do not know the secret behind
much of the team's success this season. It lies in the hands, or arm, of
pitcher Kris Benson.
Kris Benson is a junior in
Marketing from Kennesaw, Ga.
Although he was recruited by several schools, including the University
of Georgia and the University of
Miami, Clemson was Benson's first
choice because of its strong tradition
in baseball.
Kris has been playing baseball
since the days of little league, but he
did not become really interested in
the sport until about age 12.
In high school, the 6-foot-4
righty played a little basketball, but
he focused most of his energy on
becoming the best baseball player
possible.
"I knew baseball was what would
get me to college, " Benson said.

■

.■

■
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■.■■■.'

file photo

Kris Benson figures to be
an important cog in the
Tiger baseball machine.
Undrafted out of high school, he
came to Clemson to pitch 7-3 as a
freshman and 8-3 as a sophomore.
Last summer, Benson was the last
player cut in tryouts for Team USA,

the all-star team which extends invitations to 40 of the best college
baseball players. Of these 40 players, 20 will be chosen as the
Olympic team that will compete in
Atlanta this summer.
After being cut, Kris did not
touch a baseball for two months.
Instead, he took a couple of classes
and concentrated on increasing his
strength by working out and conditioning.
And with 15 extra pounds of
muscle and a lot more confidence.
Benson went to Homestead, Fla.. in
November for the preliminary tryouts for Team USA.
"The stronger I got, the more
confident I got. From what I hear, I
have a good chance of making it
this year," said Benson. "I made a
good showing in November turned a
few heads and they have kept up
contact since."
To be able to represent his country would be a dream come true for
the Georgia native, who was sitting
see BENSON, page 14A

The baseball team overcame a two-run deficit in the
bottom of the ninth and defeated the Georgia Bulldogs 5-4
Tuesday night at Tiger Field.
Pinch-runner Ontrell McCray,
with the bases loaded, scored
the winning run off a wild pitch
by Georgia hurler Matt
Hanson.
"I saw the ball in the dirt,
and I just took off," said
McCray. "I felt good."
Clemson's
Jerome
Robinson set the stage for the
comeback. Robinson led off
the ninth with his second home
run in as many games and his
third of the season to tie the
game 4-4. Robinson went 2-3
and extended his hitting streak
to 18 games.
"I just try to keep the hitting
streak out of my mind,"
Robinson said. "If you worry
about it. then you won't go out
and play your best. If I happen
to get a hit, I get a hit. If I
don't. I try to pick my team up
anyway I can."
"He's just been seeing
' ig the
tht
ball really well," head coacr
coach
Jack Leggett said. "He's 'starting to really help us in the bottom of the order in the seven
spot. We're not about to move
him. He's given us a lift."
Matt Padgett followed
Robinson's round tripper with
a single. McCray then assumed
the base-runnins duties in
see DAWGS, page 14A

Secondary
violations
reported
OWEN DRISKIU.

sports editor

The Athletic Department recently
released copies of reports of 12, selfimposed, secondary violations of
NCAA legislation which occurred during the past year. No action was taken
by the NCAA in response to these
infractions.
"Anytime you have as many rules as
we have, you are going to have secondary violations," Associate Athletic
Director Dwight Rainey said. "If you
are not reporting any secondary violations, you are probably not complying
[to NCAA regulations] very well."
Examples of the violations include
the following infractions.
-On Sept. 20, 1995, the Athletic
Department reported that on Sept. 7,
1995, Clemson had violated a rule
which imposes a one-call limit to a
prospect during a week. The NCAA
allows unlimited calls to a recruit in the
see INFRACTIONS, page 15A
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Tigers test themselves Saturday
KEVIN BRIDGES

assistant sports editor

After almost a month of practice, the
Tiger football team is ready to hit the
field for the annual Orange and White
game.
"I just want to see us go out and play
hard," said head coach Tommy West.
"We'll have more of a scrimmage than a
game."
Eight starters are returning for the
offense this season, including Nealon
Greene, who ranked 22nd in the nation
in passing efficiency; the running tandem of Emory Smith, who ranked 18th
in the nation in touchdowns, and
Raymond Priester, who ranked 18th in
the nation in rushing; and all-purpose
player Antwuan Wyatt, who ranked in
the top 15 in both punt returns and kickoff returns.
"Our offense is probably ahead right
now because of experience," said West.
Quarterback Nealon Greene started
every game last season for the Tigers.
He completed 116 of 202 passes for
1,537 yards and 10 touchdowns. Greene
was the first Tiger quarterback in 11
years to rank in the top 25 in the nation
in passing efficiency with his 56.7 percent accuracy. Greene has improved
since last year, according to West, and
will be the starting signal-caller for the
Tigers this season. Wijh the graduation
of backup quarterback Louis Solomon,
the second-team quarterback position is
open and will be sought after by both
Brandon Streeter and Billy Luckie.
"I've been very pleased with the
progress of Nealon Greene," said West.
"Luckie and Streeter have also shown
progress this spring. Both have been
more consistent this spring than they
were last fall."
The running back position is solid
with the return of starters Priester and
Smith, and lettermen Anthony Downs
and Kelton Dunnican have both shown
improvement this spring. The Tigers
had the fourth best rushing offense in
the nation last season and hope to continue to excel on the ground this season.

file photo

Raymond Priester will be one of the Tigers' major assets
on display this Saturday. The annual Orange and White
scrimmage will be played at 1 p.m. in Death Valley.
"I think the strength of our offense,
as far as depth, is the running back position," said West. "We're fortunate to be
pretty deep at running back."
Wyatt will lead the wide receiver
corps this season, having led the Tigers
last season in receiving yards, receptions, touchdown catches, punt returns
and kickoff returns. Tony Home and Joe
Woods are the other two starters who

Men's tennis
team tops Tech
LISA JOI PAYTON

staff writer

The 12th ranked doubles
team of Sprengel-meyer and Li
defeated Georgia Tech's Traub
and Matt Lee 8-3.
The Tigers will play at
North Carolina on Saturday,
April 6 and at N.C. State on
Sunday, April 7.

The men's tennis team beat
Georgia Tech 5-2 in an Atlantic
Coast Conference match held
in Atlanta, Ga., Tuesday afternoon.
The Tigers are now 11 -7
overall and 4-1 in the
ACC. Georgia Tech
falls to 10-8 overall,
3-4 in league play.
The Tigers are
ranked 39th nationally, with Georgia Tech
48th,
Junior
Mitch
Sprenge meyer
claimed his 27th sin
gles match victory
and improved his
record to 27-9 in singles for the season.
Sprengelmeyer
defeated
Georgia
Tech's B.J. Traub at
No. 1 singles, 6-4, 60.
Bruce Li advanced
his overall record to
23-13 in singles this
file photo
season after defeating
The
tennis
team's
win
over
Georgia Tech's Tre
Harris at No. 2 sin- Georgia Tech raised their
gles, 6-4, 6-2.
ACC record to 4-1.

will be returning this season. Home
caught 23 passes for 448 yards last season, nearly joining Wyatt as a member
of the 500-yard club. Woods started 10
games last season and had 10 receptions
for 122 yards and a touchdown. Kenya
Crooks will be the Tigers' fourth wide
receiver, and Lamont Hall will start at
tight end.
"We have a very talented group of

wide receivers, and we are going to find
ways to get them the ball," said West.
Three of five starters from the offensive line have graduated, including AllACC players Will Young and Dwayne
Morgan. The Tigers' offensive line was
one of the main reasons their rushing
game flourished last season.
Holland Postell and Matt Butler,
who were both redshirted in 1994 and
played sparingly in 1995, will hold
starting positions on the offensive line
this season, and newcomer Brent
Banasiewicz will compete with redshirt senior Jamie Trimble for the starting center position. Two of the Tigers'
best linemen will be returning this season in Jim Bundren and Glenn
Rountree, which will give much-needed
experience to the offensive line.
"The key is the offensive line," said
West. "We have to replace our tackle
position."
Clemson's defense was not gifted
with as many returning starters as the
offensive team, but there is a good
nucleus of experienced players returning. Five starters, Brett Williams at outside linebacker, Raymond White at
defensive tackle, Anthony Simmons at
linebacker, Peter Ford at cornerback and
Dexter McCleon at cornerback, make
up this nucleus, which hopes to continue Clemson's success on defense.
In the defensive secondary, Antwan
Edwards will start at free safety, and
Brad Pope and Andre Carter will compete for strong safety.
The inside linebackers Mond
Wilson, Simmons and Chris Jones have
experience, but the only player with
experience at outside linebacker is Tony
DeSue.
The defensive line will benefit from
the play of Trevor Price, a transfer from
the University of Michigan. Price tied
for 10th among Wolverines in sacks in
1994 and had six tackles against Notre
Dame, including two sacks.
The Tigers will be playing the
Orange and White game tomorrow at 1
p.m. in Death Valley.

REDFERN HEALTH CENTER
Monday - Friday 7:30am - 5pm

Telephone 656-2233

COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES (CAPS)
If you are a victim of rape, or any type of sexual abuse, come to CAPS for caring,
professional help. Individual and group counseling can help you deal with the
emotional impact of the trauma and assist in deciding what steps to take. A support
group, Survivors of Sexual Trauma@a, consists of a group of victims of sexual abuse
who work together in dealing with the problem. Crisis counseling for sexual assault is
also available 24 hours a day. Call us at 656-2451 or visit CAPS at Redfern.
HEALTH EDUCATION/ALCOHOL & DRUG AWARENESS
The best strategy to avoid date rape is to trust your own instincts. Beware of a new
drug called the date-rate pill-ROHYPNOL, also known as "Roofies." It is a
potent, tasteless, sedative hypnotic and can cause temporary memory loss in intoxicated
persons. Because it is relatively cheap and there is a danger of abuse, the Drug
Enforcement Agency is reclassifying it as a Schedule I drug. This will make it an
illegal drug like heroin and LSD. For more information about this drug, date rape or
requesting a program on date rape, call the office of Health Education at 656- 0141.
MEDICAL SERVICES
What can be done to safeguard against the date-rape pill? From detectives to doctors,
the advice is the same:
I. Don't take a drink from, go home with, or go out alone with anyone you do
not know WELL.
2. At parties have an agreement with friends that if one of you appears "drunk"
the rest won't leave you there alone.
3. Do not leave your drink unattended.
4. Contact the Women's Clinic at Redfern for confidential information about
date-rape at 656-2233.
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Golf team receives top
ranking in district
The golf team shines
brightly at their number eight
position in the March 28 Rolex
Collegiate
Rankings.
The
Tigers presently hold the number one position in district 3N.
Schools also ranked in
District 3N are East Tennessee
St., North Carolina, Virginia,
and Wake Forest.
Clemson possesses several
ranked golf players. Joey
Maxon, Richard Coughlan and
Charles Warren rank 67th, 56th
and 19th, respectively. Warren
and Coughlan rank 4th and 9th
out of 10 in district 3N.

file photo

Several newcomers
will help strengthen
women's volleyball.
Clemson," stated head coach
Jolene Jordan Hoover. "She is
a very solid, steady player. We
feel fortunate to
have the opportunity to have a
player
from
Australia join
our team. It will
be a tremendous
experience for our
team as well as
for Skye. She is
a great person,
and I am looking forward to working with
her."

Volleyball
The women's
volleyball team
announced
another signing
Tuesday.
Port
Macquarie,
Australia native
Skye Frost, a
6'0" outside hitter, will soon
join the Lady
Tigers in preparation for the 1996 season.
She was a member of the
Australian Junior Women's
Squad in 1995, and helped her
high school team become gold
medalists in the North Coast
Regional Team championships
in 1993, 1994 and 1995. She
was also named to the New
South Wales Under-19's in
1994 and 1995, and she was a
member of the 1994 and 1995
New South Wales Combined
High Schools Open Volleyball
team.
"We are extremely excited
choosing
about
Skye

Tennis
The women's tennis team is
currently 14th in the latest
Intercollegiate
Tennis
Association (ITA) rankings,
which were released Tuesday
afternoon.
The Lady Tigers have not
been ranked this high since
they were 12th on April 26,
1994.
Sophie Woorons is the
highest-ranked singles player

Seneca Cinemas
Hwy 123 Seneca

Call 882-0000 For Show times
Feature schedule for: Friday, Mar. 1 - Thursday, Mar. 7 1996
*Open for matinees Sat. & Sun. only!
♦Matinee discounts on all shows prior to 5pm. Seniors get $1.50 off every Mon. &
Tues. evening prices. Wed. & Thurs. - College I.D. Night
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SUMMER BREAK SPECIAL!
Manicure / Pedicure $25.00
Facial
$20.00
Bikini wax
$10.00

at 22nd. Jan Barrett is tied for
40th.
The doubles team of Barrett
and Woorons, however, is
ranked 7th nationally.
In men's tennis, Clemson is
ranked 39th as a team.
Sprengelmeyer, who is tied for
74th, rates as the top singles
player.
The doubles team of
Sprengelmeyer and Bruce Li is
ranked 12th nationally.
-compiled by Xaveria L.
McRae and Owen Driskill

139 Anderson Hwy. Clemson Center
654-8829
^Offer good with Chris

O,

GRAD WEEK '96

NORTH MYRTLE BEACH, SC
PARTY WITH THE BEST!!!!!
. DISCOUNT BAR PASSES
• $75-$125 per person/week
. HOTTEST PLACE TO BE IN '96
. SPECIALIZING IN COLLEGIATE FUN
• SANDTRAP & KOBINSON
COTTAGES
•

800-645-3618

HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT A CAREER IN OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT?
Clemson's Master of Science n Industrial Management (MSIM) prepares
graduates for careers as operations specialists in manufacturing and service
organizations. The program features a unique blend of courses in the behavioral
and technical aspects of operations management, plus hands-on experience in a
real-world setting.
Applications from all backgrounds are encouraged to apply, although the
program is especially well-suited for students of engineering, business,
mathematics, and the sciences.
For more information, call the Clemson University Department of Management
at 656-2011, or stop by our office in 101 Sirrine Hall.

Attack

When the feeling hits, you know
it. You've got to have a fresh
sliced BLIMPIE® sub sandwich
now. So try our Turkey sub
sandwich or one of our other
delicious fresh sliced subs. Come
on in today and counter attack
atBLIMPIE.

8T/LISH? WAY. EXPENSIVE? NOT.
THE 1996
WITH Air, AM/FM Cassette
&More!

HI1:I3
12" Turkey Sub Sandwich,
22 oz. Drink and Chips $2.99

NO CREDIT? PROBLEM CREDIT?

NO PROBLEM!
OH|ON|DA

usmwmn

HIGHWAY 123 • EASLEV. SC • 8SS-I234

1-800-829-1815
Payments based on $6 month closed end lease with WOO eash or trade P'M Hpyyent tax, «• taas

due at inception. Total of payments «57Z4. Residual value «9191. Stk-96199. Expires 4-31.
for• totalTM66J
total

Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or duplicated. One order
per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit. Customer must pay any sales tax due.
Not good in combination with any other offer. Cash value 1/100 of 1 0.
Offer good at:
C*
1
in front of new
^—^w ^H^H^

Win,D xie

'

mBtsmm
FbrFresh-SlicedSubs.
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Benson looks to future
continued from 11A
in his car when a radio DJ
announced that the Olympic
Games would be played in
Atlanta.
"When I heard the
announcement I said 'I'm
gonna be there,"' said Benson.
pTo make it would be a real
honor."
In addition to being an
Olympic hopeful, some baseball insiders speculate that
Kris may be the No. 1 pick in
the June draft, with first
choice going to the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
"It's a good position to be
in. I started the season off in
the middle of the of the group

Dawgs
housebroken
continued from 11A
place
of Padgett.
Kurt
Bultmann advanced McCray to
second with a well-executed
sacrifice bunt, and Georgia
pitcher Matt Hanson intentionally walked Doug Livingston.
Hanson
beamed
Gary
Burnham to load the bases,
and, with Clemson's Will
Duffie at the plate, threw the
wild pitch which allowed
McCray to score the winning
run.
The victory advanced the
Tigers' record to 25-6 for the
season. Georgia fell to 15-15.
Brian Matz started the
game and pitched five innings,
allowed four runs and struck
out seven. Scott Hauser took
over in the top of the sixth and
shutout the Bulldogs until
Tiger
reliever
Rodney
Williams completed the stretch
of scoreless innings in the
ninth. Williams improved his
record to 2-0 with the win.
"We got very good middlerelief pitching out of Hauser
and
Rodney
Williams,"
Leggett said. "Both those guys
did an excellent job for us.
Rodney got the big double play
in the last inning, and Hauser
just put up some zeros the rest
of the way. That was exactly
what we needed to give us a
chance to get back in it,"
Georgia's Hanson fell to 11 on the season with the loss.
Clemson's
Matthew
LeCroy contributed his sixth
home run of the season in the
bottom of the first. His twoout, two-run blast gave the
Tigers their only lead until the
finale LeCroy finished the
game 2-3 from the plate with
two RBIs.
Georgia responded
to
Clemson's fast start with four
runs in the top of the second.
"We had the one bad inning
that got us behind," Leggett
said. "That was a little discouraging, but it was still early in
the ballgame. I thought if we
could hold them there we
would still be in good shape."
Leggett's hunch manifested
:
itself in the hands of Robinson
in the bottom of the ninth.
"Coach [Leggett] always
says we're never out of a
game", said Robinson.

innings with his 1.26 walks
per nine innings.
"In 20 years of coaching, I
have never seen a more polished and poised pitcher than
Kris Benson. He is the
sharpest pitcher I have ever
been in contact with in college
baseball," said head coach
Jack Leggett.
If drafted in the first round,
Benson says he will leave
Clemson to play pro ball, but
he definitely plans to complete
his education.
"Education has always
been important to my family
since both of my parents are
teachers, but they are very
proud of me," said Benson.

and then I moved to where
there were a few in front of
me," Benson said.
It is not difficult to understand his high rank when one
looks at his stats for this season. Benson has been dominant for the entire season.
The Clemson record for
strikeouts/walk ratio in a season is 5.44 to 1 and was set in
1947 by Joe Landrum. Benson
currently has 92 strikeouts and
only 9 walks for a very
impressive 10.2 to 1 strikeout
/walk ratio.
His ERA of 0.84 is on the
heels of the record of 0.79 set
in 1954. He is also very close
to the record of 1.17 walks/9

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
AIRMEN ARE AS
GOOD AS GOLD IN
AIR FORCE ROTC.
Before you even begin your first class,
you can secure a position of leadership after
graduation. Join Air Force ROTC. As you study and
work toward graduation, we'll get you ready for the
responsibilities of an Air Force officer.
As an Air Force ROTC cadet, you may also be
eligible for various scholarship programs that can
help you pay for college. When graduation day
arrives, you'll be career ready and totally confident.
To get started, call Captain David O'Nan
at (864) 656-3254.
V ^^
AIR FORCE ROTC
Leadership Excellence Starts Here

POP QUIZ

1. How many times have you missed

this semester?

a) None.
b) Fewer than five times.
c) 1 800 CALL ATT.
d) Where's Dylan?

2. Someone calls you collect, using 1 800 CALL ATT. What happens?
a) You accept because you and the person calling are automatically
entered to win an internship on Beverly Hills, 90210!
b) You accept because it always costs less than 1 800 COLLECT.*
c) You accept because he/she might be Dylan.
d) All the above.

3. What's the best thing to do while watching Beverly Hills, 90210s?
a) Study.
b) Listen to David's rap song.
c) Hope for a guest appearance by Dylan.
d) Call a friend collect using 1 800 CALL ATT (you might win the Beverly
Hills, 90210 internship and listen to David's rap song in person).

4. You have to call your parents for money. Select the most appropriate scenario:
a) You use 1 800 CALL ATT because you know you'll get more money
out of them.
b) You use 1 800 CALL ATT because that way you'll get another chance
to win the Beverly Hills, 90210s internship.
c) You're doing it to get a bigger TV set.
d) All the above.
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' 1 800 COLLECT is a registered trademark of MCI.
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Love sports?
So does Owen!
Call him at
656-0986 to
write sports for
The Tiger.
RESERV E
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OFFICERS'

1019-150 Tiger Blvd., Clemson
(Winn-Dixie Shopping Center)

654-8026
Flowers • Cards
Balloons • Gifts

• Baskets
• Cakes

Toll Free...Clemson: 1-800-654-8026
Seneca: 1-800-451-5201

TRAINING

CORPS

Shannon Bilby/head photographer

The annual Clemson Sprints Regatta was
held on Saturday at Lake Hartwell. The
hosts decisively defeated the competition.

Crew capsizes
competition
ADAM BARRETT
AND KENDALL ROGERS

staff writers
Clemson hosted the sixth
annual
Clemson
Sprints
Regatta last Saturday on Lake
Hartwell. The Tiger rowers
crushed the competition with
an overall score of 262 points.
Georgia Tech finished second with 179 points, and Duke
took third place with 123
points.
The day was filled with
excitement as parents, alumni
and friends gathered to cheer
on the individuals rowing in
their various events.
"We came into this year's
regatta determined to win after
losing Clemson Sprints last
year for the first time since its
inception," Regatta Committee
Chair Danielle DeVerna said.
"I think all the rowers had outstanding performances and displayed great sportsmanship
throughout the day."
Winning boats for Clemson
were novice men's lightweight
8, novice men's open 8, novice

men's open 4, varsity men's
open 8 and varsity men's open
4. Clemson had several second-place finishers including
novice women's open 8, varsity women's lightweight 8, varsity women's open 4 and the
varsity mixed (coed) 8.
Crew teams from all over
the Southeast gathered to compete on the waters of Lake
Hartwell.
Colleges attending the
event included Vanderbilt,
Georgia
Tech,
Furman,
Augusta College, College of
Charleston, the University of
Tennessee
at
Knoxville,
Armstrong State, Duke and
Davidson College.
The Clemson Crew team
will be in Atlanta, Ga., this
Saturday for the Atlanta
Rowing Festival and in
Elberton, Ga., next Saturday
for the ACC regatta.
The Tigers hope that strong
showings will help them qualify for the International
Collegiate Champion Regatta
in Wooster, Mass., on May 13.

Infractions
announced, fixed
continued from 11A
five days immediately preceding the prospect's official visit,
but Clemson violated the rule
when a prospect rescheduled a
visit during a second phone
call to the recruit's father.
Because the visit was rescheduled, Clemson broke a regulation by making two phone calls
to a prospect in one week. If
the recruit had not rescheduled
the visit, no infraction would
have occurred.
On Feb. 21, , the Athletic
Department reported a violation of rules regarding transportation of student athletes.
Alterations
&
Repairs

The University flew a studentathlete, in the University airplane, to the person's residence
because the student-athlete had
a relapse of a severe illness
during practice.
On Feb. 26, the Athletic
Department requested the
restoration of eligibility for
student-athletes who received
an impermissible meal. The
University sent a letter of
admonishment to the coach
responsible for the meal and
demanded that each studentathlete repay $24.56 apiece in
recompense for the cost of the
meal.

STITCHES
Mon. - Fri., 9 til 6 pm
Mrs. Faye Eiff • 525 College Ave.
Suite 100 Clemson, SC
6534264

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
ARMY ROTC
SUMMER LEADERSHIP CO-OPERATIVE PROGRAM
Duration: 6 weeks
Location: Ft. Knox (20 miles form Louisville, KY)
Commitment: No obligation to the government or the Army
Benefits: *Four college elective credits earned *80% received a two year scholarship offer last year *$761 pay for
six weeks work *Officer development leadership training *Time management and teamwork stressed *Discipline
and self-confidence enhanced *Physical training *Free transportation, room and board *No obligation or
commitment to the Army *Leads to a job as a Commissioned Officer making $27,000/per yr. upon graduation in. the
I
Active Army, or a part time job in the Army Reserves or Army National Guard making $ 125 dollars a day.
For more information, contact Major Gallagher at (803) 656-3107

The Catholic Student Association
and Catholic Campus Ministry
invite you to join us for ...

EASTER SUNDAY
MASS

at the Brooks Performing Arts Center
April 7th
9:30 AM & 11:30 AM

"Time Changer

remain <di©ir

This is Daylight Savings Weekend; remember to set your clocks ahead 1 hour
on Saturday Evening

April 5, 1996
HOW to place a classified ad
1) Union help desk on the 6th floor.
2) Gall 656-2461 (Union help desk).
3) Fax: 656-4772 (The Tiger office).
Prepayment only-cash, check, Tiger Stripe or Visa/MC
lOe/per word-students, 250-non-students
Deadline: Wednesday, 2 p.m.

ISEM'i

'anted

. GREAT SUMMER JOB. Counselor in
Maine. Coed staff, ALL SPORTS,
ALL ACTIVITIES! Openings, land
and waterfront sports, creative sports,
outdoor skills. Modern facilities, great
pay, CALL NOW 617-277-8080.
Camp Cedar.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home.
Send SASE to P.O. Box 774. Olathe.
KS 66051.
$1750 weekly possible mailing our
circulars. For info call 301-306-1207.
EARN $3000"- $6000 & GAIN
VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling yellow page advertising in your University's Campus
Telephone Directory this SUMMER.
Excellent advertising/ sales/P.R.
RESUME BOOSTER". Call College
Directory Publishing: 610-940-1515
ext. 230.
WORK IN THE OUTDOORS
National Parks, Forests, Wildlife
Preserves. & Concessionaires are now
hiring seasonal workers. Excellent
benefits + bonuses! Call: I-206-971 3620 ext. N53812.
COOL SUMMER JOBS! Students
Needed! Earn to $l2/hr. + tips working at Resort Hotels. Theme Parks.
Ranches & River Rafting companies
nationwide. Call Resort Employment
Services
1-206-971-3600
ext.
R53812.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2.000+/month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel (Hawaii. Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and fulltime employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C53812.
ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3000 $6000 + per month. Room and Board!
Transportation! Male/ Female. No
experience necessary! Call (206)9713510-ext A53811.
LIFEGUARDS, SWIM COACHES.
SWIM INSTRUCTORS, HIRING
NOW FOR SUMMER POSITIONS
IN THE NORTH SUBURBAN
ATLANTA AREA AND BEYOND.
CERTIFICATION CLASSES AVAILABLE. CALL SWIM ATLANTA
POOL MANAGEMENT (770) 9927665. _
PASTA" HOUSE Now hiring-waitstaff, bar, pt/ft. Excellent, gourmet,
authentic Italiano. Good tips. Very
classy. Please apply in person.
S35.000/YR. INCOME potential.
Reading books. Toll Free (1) 800-8989778 Ext. R-6691 for details.
SUMMER ON THE BEACH IN
HILTON HEAD IS. NOW HIRING

LIFEGUARDS FOR THE SUMMER SEASON. PLEASE CALL
(803)785-7495.
AGE GROUP SWIM COACH for
Fall 1996, competitive experience
required, coaching experience preferred. Send resume - CAT, P.O. Box
4IJ. Clemson. 29633-0411.
THE GALLERY" RESTAURANT,
FINE WATERFRONT DINING,
GREAT PAY FLEXIBLE HOURS.
ONLY 12 MILES FROM CAMPUS,
NO SUNDAYS. EVENINGS ONLY,
NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS.
APPLY IN PERSON AT PORTMAN
MARINA. LAKE HARTWELL,
ANDERSON, 287-3215 OR 2873211._
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000 Credit Card
fundraisers for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus organization
can raise up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $5.00/VISA application.
Call
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive FREE TSHIRT.
Girls camps (3) in NW Georgia seeking camp counselors early June to
Mid-August. Good salary plus room
and board. For application call (404)
527-7527.
SPRING AND SUMMER JOBS:
Targeting dependable Clemson students who can begin in April and work
all of May to fill $5.25/hr. support
positions in the Catering Department
at the Outdoor Laboratory. Duties
include banquet service, dish washing
and kitchen cleanup. Call Michael
Comire @ 646-7502 to set up your
interview.
Summer jobs at Camp Merrie-Woode,
private girl's camp in NC mountains.
Counselor positions and kitchen positions available for summer season.
June 1st - August 18th. For information, call or write: (704) 743-3300.
100 Merrie-Woode Road. Sapphire,
NC 28774.
Need a place to stay? Like dogs? Free
room with TV and private bath in new
Clemson house. Exchange for a few
hours daily help with dog care.
Kitchen and laundry privileges. Must
have car. Call 654-4827, noon - 2 p.m.
or after 6 p.m.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to
assemble products at home. Info 1504-646-1700 DEPT SC-5158.

Mice for sale. 50c each. Call Stephen
at 885-1490.
Bikes: Trek 660; $800 new, asking
$275; Coppi-Fiorelli. campy parts,
$1250 new, asking $550, call David
656-4056 (w), 654"-7703 (h).

'87 Olds Calais Supreme, 2 Dr., V6,
AT,
A/C,
Loaded.
Excellent
Condition. $2395, 287-9547.
'89 Hyundai, no rust, needs minor
work. AS IS. $650. Call 653-3173 or
656-7002.
Are you tired of being late to class
because you couldn't find a parking
place? Walk to campus from your 3
br/3 ba condo at University Ridge. For
sale, $119,900. Call Nancy Elam.
Carolina Real Estate. 654-6202 or
654-8540. Monica Zielinski BIC.
Rollerblade Racerblades, fit sizes 10
and 11, hardly used, pad set included,
asking $200, 985-1664.

mile from campus. Excellent condition. Call today, 654-4934. $350 $375 per month.
UNIVERSITY RIDGE Just acquired
new condo. 3 bedroom. 3 bath, furnished, washer/dryer. Walk from
condo to class. 246-9998.
University Ridge Summer Sublease.
Two females needed to share a room
at University Ridge. Washer/dryer,
pool, close to campus! Nonsmoker, no
pets. $225/month + 1/3 utilities. Call
654-7530 for more info.

If

Do you think that you have a problem
with alcohol? Come to AA. room
205, Fort Hill Presbyterian Church,
Thursday 8:00 PM or Friday 12:30
PM
Adoption. Loving couple, married
eight years, wishes to adopt healthy,
white infant. Can pay medical and
leeal expenses, please call Jan and Jim
at 1-800-881-7905.

entals \im>

4 bedrooms, 2 baths. University Place
Apartments, $225/month per person.
Available 5/15 - 8/15. Call Rebecca or
Kristin at 654-3831.
Apts. for rent, 1 and 2 bdrms., BURTON PROPERTIES, 653-7717, 6535506, After Hours 654-3444 or 8880200 or 647-2268.
Roommate
Needed.
F96/S97
University Terrace, 240 mo.. Call
Brian or Matt at 654-1132.
Female roommate needed to sublease
two bedroom house in Clemson for
the summer. No deposit required. Call
654-6504 or 294-6208.
Rent now for Fall 96! Clean, quiet,
spacious, almost new mobile homes. 2
large bedrooms, den and kitchen.
Furnished, natural gas heat, A/C. One

ersonals

COMING SOON! "The Tiger Paw
Hole" The" ONLY authorized and
licensed limited edition print of
Clemson's golf hole #17. Call or stop
by Aliens' Creations, Inc. Frame and
Art Gallery 400-1 College Ave. (Next
to Hair Biz) in Clemsont"654-3594.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

VISITORS.
DV-1
Greencard
Program available. 1-800-660-7167 or
(818^772-7168.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now available. All students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help. Call Student
Financial Services: 1-800-263-6495
ext. F53812.
Typing services available. Term
papers, reports, etc. Call Susan at 2280547.
The
Gathering
http://www.
takeme.com scholarships, academic,
& career resources, internships,
sports, news, entertainment, travel,
music, debates and 1,000's of links!
We will pay you to lose weight. All
natural doctor recommended. Call
Tammy, (303)987-3821SOUTH CAROLINA AIRPORT
LIMOUSINE Reserve Seats Now,
Only $44 with Student ID, Serving
Atlanta All Day Every Day. 1-800294-3776.
LOST: Black med/long hair cat. Male,
neutered, blue collar & red I.D. tag "Collins"-Lindsay Rd. area since
3/24/96. $REWARD$ Please call Julie
@ 653-3707.
COMING SOON! "The Tiger Paw
Hole" The ONLY authorized and
licensed limited edition print of
Clemson's golf hole #17. Call or stop
by Aliens' Creations, Inc. Frame and
Art Gallery 400-1 College Ave. (Next
to Hair Biz) in Clemson 654-3594.

UNLIKE YOUR PROFESSORS,
FAZOU'S WILL NEVER FAIL YOU.
You can always count on Fazoli'sfor grade A Italian
entrees, cooked good and slow, but served real fast.

3432 Clemson Blvd., Anderson
1821 Bypass Highway 72 NE, Greenwood

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
1 AND 2 BEDROOMS • SWIMMING POOL • TENNIS COURT • CAT SHUTTLE
HERITAGE POINTE • 811ISSAQUEENA TRAIL
STOVE
REFRIGERATOR
CALL 653-7717
DISHWASHER
AFTER HOURS
MICROWAVE
654-3444 OR 888-0200
OK
W/D CONNECTIONS
OR 647-2268
LAUNDRY ROOM
X -v
DIRECTIONS: TAKE HWY 123 TOWARD EASLEY, EXIT ON ISSAQUEENA TRAIL;(NEXT EXIT PAST HWY 93
EXIT), TURN LEFT. HERITAGE POINTE IS ON THE LEFT 1 MILE FROM EXIT RAMP. APPROX 3 MILES FROM
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY.
A BURTON PROPERTIES COMMUNITY

